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Abstract 

' h o  earthquakes of unpncedented magnitude (M, > 6.0) occumd in Iate 1985 near 

the North Nahanni River in the Northwest Territories, Canada, and a third occurred in early 

1988. These earthquakes were followed by extensive aftershock sequences. The eanhquakes 

occurred within a smdl relatively undeformed plateau. the Mackenzie Plain. in the Foreland 

Fold Belt cnated dong the northeastern Cordillera during the Columbian or Laramide Orog- 

eny. The two major faults in the region are the iverson Thrust Fault, located in the study ara,  

and the Battlement Thnist Fault, located to the east of the study area. 

In this thesis. Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) Interferometry (InSAR) is used to 

monitor ground displacement in the North Nahanni River region and create digital elevation 

models (DEM's). InSAR has been shown to be a valuable tool for monitoring relative surface 

displacement due to various cnistal movements and for crcating accurate DEM's using pain of 

SAR images. In this thesis SAR data h m  Canada's RADARSAT and European Space 

Agency's ERS4 satellites were used to create ddiffenntid intederograms and DEM's. The 

main. objectives of this study included measunment of fault slips caused by a large earth- 

quake(s) with magnitude(s) larger than 6.0. However, there were no large euthquaices duMg 

the acquisition of the MAR data pin and therefore there was no detectable crustal move- 

ments caused by earthquakes. Consequently this study was more focused on the creation of 

accurate DEM's of the study area from the interferograms. 

vii 
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CHAPTER 1 Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

Two earthquakes of unprecedented magnitude occumd in laie 

1985 near the North Nahanni River in the Northwest Temtories, and a third 

twk place in early 1988. These eanhquakes were followed by extensive 

aftershock sequences. The earthquakes occumd within a small relatively 

undefomd plateau, the Mackenzie Plain. in the Fomlmd Fold Belt created 

dong the noctheastem Cordillera during the Columbian or Laramide Orog- 

eny (Wetmiller et. al., 1988). The two major faults in the region are the 

Iverson Thmst Fault, located in the study area, and the Battlement Thrust 

Fault, located to the east of the study area (Moon et. al., 1991). These earth- 



quakes geneisied a gnat d u l  of interest due to their unusually large magnitude (M > 6.0). and 

as an oppominity to study the characteristics and effects of large magnitude intraplate earth- 

quakes in the northem Cordiliera. 

The epicentrai region for the euthquaices is logistically difficult to access. The only 

access is by air with the closest cornrnunity king Fort Simpson which is approximately 160 

km to the east by air. Relatively few geological or geophysical surveys have been cmied out 

in the region. For this nason nmote sensing using satellites is ideal for snidying the tectonic 

patterns and structure in the ana. The resulting satellite information can be combined with 

other geophysical data such as seismologicai data sets in order to provide a bener pictun of 

the tectonic setting of the region. Li (1993) canied out a preliminary malysis of the Nahanni 

area using satellite images and seismic data and this thesis expands on that work using differ- 

ent techniques and newly available remote sensing platfoms. 

1.2 Remote Sensing Overview 

Remote sensing involves obtaining images of the e h ' s  surface using sensors on 

board an aircraft or spacecraft. The first type of sensors used for remote sensing were opiical 

sensors which opente in the visual portion of the electrornagnetic ( d m )  spectrum. In tenns of 

earthquake rrlated studies, structural geological interpretation has traditionally been the most 

useful and common application for remote sensing images. Airphotos were used extensively 

for structural geological interpretations for decades to map Iinear features and other large seale 



structures. Structurai geological interprctations using spacebomc senson began with Landsat- 

1 when Lowrnan (1976) made a structural geological interpntation of the San A n d m  fault 

system using Landsat colour composite images. 

Spacebome radar remote sensing began when SEASAT was launched in 1978 and 

continued with the Shunle Imaging Radar (SIR) missions in the early 1980's. The fiat earth- 

ohiting radar systern intended for use on a commercial basis was the Almaz-1 satellite 

launched by the Soviet Union in 1991. Almaz-1 operateci for 18 months before retuming to 

earth in late 1992 (Lillesand 8r Kiefer. 1994). The 1990's h m  seen the launching of 

RADARSAT. ERS-IERS-2. and ERS-1 which have made synthetic aperture radar (SAR) 

images widely available and have opened up new possibilities for the use of rernote sensing in 

geologkal applications (Lillesand & Kiefer. 1994). 

The field of remote sensing has been npidly progrcssing over the last few decades. 

It is now possible to combine digital satellite images and sophisticated processing techniques 

using powerful workstations in order to extract the maximum amount of information possible 

from the images. As a result. a number of significant advances have k e n  made in the field of 

remote sensing. Of these, perhûps the most exciting is the recent discovery thai synthetic aper- 

ture raâar (SAR) images can k used to create very accurate digital elevation models (DEM's) 

and detect centimetre scale ground displacement. This is one application of SAR intcrferome- 

try (InSAR). 



Graham (1974) first showed that the phase measunment betwan airborne radar 

images could be used to pmduce topographie maps. In the e d y  1980's this technique was 

adopted to SEASAI' radar images by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (PL) by taking the phase 

difference ktween two satellite images of the same location on the ground but taken at dif5er- 

ent times. Massonnet et. al.. (1993) of the Centre National d9Etudes Spatiales (CNES) 6nt 

demonsmted that S A R  images could be used to detect centimetre scde ground displacement 

due to an earthquake. Since then hSAR has ben used to detect and monitor cmstal displace- 

ment due to earthquakes (i.e. Peltzer & Rosen. 1995). volcano inflation and deflation (i.e. Mas- 

sonnet et. al.. 1995). and glacier and ice movement (i.e. Vachon et. al.. 1996). 

InSAR is a method that is still in its infancy. but a number of significant advances 

have ben made over the past sevenl years that indicate InSAR can be an extnmely valuable 

tool. With its ability to deteci centimetre =ale ground displacement, InSAR is an ideai 

method for monitoring earthquake activity in remote locations such as the North Nahanni 

River ma. Since it has not yet been determineci if InSAR cm be effective in anas where the 

surface can change considerably over a short period of time. e.g. due to snowfall. part of the 

goal of this thesis is to determine the effectiveness of InSAR in an area where snowfall and 

surface vegetation changes are prevdent. 

For this thesis. SAR data from RADARSAT (Canadian Space Agency), ERS-1 

(European Space Agency). ERS-VERS-2 tandem mode. and ERS4 (NASDA of Japan) wcn 

used. Each of the satellites has both advantages and disadvantages for use in InSAR and these 

affect the rrsults in various ways. JERS-l(SAR) has the longest wavelength which means that 



smaiJ changes on the ground surface will not aect  the images to the same utent as the 0 t h  

pladonns. but it has the longest repeat period (44 days) between image acquisition which 

means t h m  is a much p a t e r  chance for changes to occur on the surfiice. RADARSAT has 

the best resolution of the satellites but it aiso has a fairly long repest period (24 days). ERS4 

has a mpeat period of 3. 35, or 168 days and has been used successfully in other studies to 

detect surface displacement. ERS-llERS-2 operating in tandem mode has only a one day 

repeat penod however the chances of any earthquake nlated ground displaccment occumng 

during the tirne window are very low. 

1.3 Outline 

In Chapter 2, euthquaice theory is reviewed, focusing the elastic ~bound  theory and 

the doubleîouple model. Then the history of remote sensing in earthquakes reiated studies is 

bnefly nviewed including airphotos, electro-optical satellite platforms, and SAR systems. 

Also the first instances of M A R  king used in earthquake reiated studies are discussed. In 

Chapter 3 the geologic setting of the North Nahanni River study area is described including 

the physiography, regional geological setting, structural geologicd setting, and stratigraphie 

setting. Then the previous earthquake ûctivity and faulting mechanism in the a m  are 

reviewed. 

Chapter 4 discusses the theory of SAR and InSAR. The geometry of the intedent 

metric technique is described and the mathematical principles used for creating interferopnu 



and DW's are discussed. Also the liMts of the bSAR mehod are describeci dong wiih the 

ways that these limiîs can be minirnized. F'mally a description of the different SAR pladomis 

is presented. Chapters 5 and 6 describe the da!a processing techniques used for the SAR 

image formation and for creating interferograms and DDl's. A numkr of pmcessing steps 

are requind in order to generate interferograms and DEM's Gd these are described in detail. 

Chapter 7 presents the results. interpretation. and discussion, and Chapter 8 presents the con- 

clusions of these studies. 



WTER 2 Earthquake Theory and 
Remote Sensing in 
Earthquake Research 

2.1 Introduction 

- Earthquakes are one of the most powerful and devastating forces 

in nature. Euthquaices play a key mle in building mountains over the 

course of millennir and an aiso capable of iazing entire city blocks in a 

rnatter of seconds. As a result. euthquaices have been under intense scm- 

tiny for centuries by both scieniists and non-scientists alike. Unlike other 

natural disasten such as humcanes or tomadoes it is virtually impossible to 

predict precisely where or when an earthquake will strike and how large it 

will be. As recently as the 1960's and early 1970's it was expected that &ter 

a decade or so of intensive research then would be a methodology in place 



for predicting earthquaiccs. Scholz et. al. (1 973) stated that "eanhquake prediction ... appuus to 

be on the verge of practical d i  ty...". Unfoicunately the physical mechanism otcarchquahs is 

not as simple as once thought and earthquake prediction is still far fmm nality. 

Over the past few decades though p t  strides have b a n  made in understanding the 

earthquake mechanism. The theocy of plate tectonics for example has played a large d e  in 

understanding why most earthquakes occur when they do. Modem rcmote sensing satellites 

have opened up an entirely new d m  of information gathering, and may contribute a great 

deal to futther understanding the eanhquake related tectonic precesses and perhaps, one day, 

towards a systematic methodology for predicting earthquakes. 

Earthquake Mechanism 

The Elastic Rebound Theory 

Earthquakes are a nsult of rapid movement or slip dong a fauli. It is widely 

accepted that a shallow earthquake is shear faulting on a finite fault on which the rupture 

spr;ads with a finite velacity (Koyarna, 1997). The centrai idea about the earthquake mccha- 

nism is the clastic rebound theory proposed by Reid (191 1) to explain the 1906 San Francisco 

eanhguake. The elastic rebound theory is shown diagrammatically in Figure 2.1. Reid (19 L 1) 

proposed a slow. progressive buildup of elastic strain dong a fault causing elastic deformation 



Figure 2.1 Sequence of events in the elastic rebound theory of an earthquake. Due to 
regional shearing movement, elastic strain is slowly built up from the unstrained 
state (a) to state (c) at which time it is suddenly released across the fault, produc- 
ing displacement, as in (d). and releasing stored elastic energy (Stacey, 1992). 



of the ground until a breaking point is reached. Displacement occun across the fault due to 

the fracturing of the mcks with the only mass movements being the sudden elastic rebounds on 

the sides of the fracture toward positions of no elastic strain. The movernents dong the frac- 

ture are genedly limited to distances of only a few kilometres from the fracture. The energy 

released ai the time of the earthquake is initially in the form of elastic strain energy stored in 

the rock mas.  

2.2.2 The Double-Couple Mode1 

The elastic rebound theory is a somewhat sirnplistic theory panicularly due CO the 

concept of a breaking point. An earthquake may be considend to be a dynamically mnning 

shear ckck (Schoiz, 1990). For an arbiaarily oriented shear dislocation. altemating quadrants 

will exist in which static motions will occur and initiai motions of the P wave arriva1 will be 

compressional (push) or dilatational (pull) as shown in Figure 2.2 (Lay & Wallace. 1995). 

The simplest way to model an euihquake is as a single-couple mode1 such as the 

one in Figure 2.3a. The singlesouple model consists of two forces acting in opposite direc- 

tion. The problem with the single-couple model is that it introduces a net unbalanced moment 

into the medium when the dislocation has occurred. Therefore the double-coupk model. 

shown in Figure 2.3b. is the preferred mode1 for a dislocation source. The double-couple 

model uses a second force couple to balance the moment of the force system so chat no net 

moment is added to the medium. and so thrt the force couple is directed along the auxiliary 
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Figure 2.2 Sense of initial P-wave motion with respect to the fault plane and auxiliary plane 
(Lay & Wallace, 1995). 



plane (Lay & Wdlace. 1995). Figure 2.3~ shows the equivalent force to a double-couple point 

force. 

Thedisplacement field ü on a sphericai surface for the double-couple mode1 in the 

qq plane as shown in Figure 2.4 can be described by the following equations 

where 

(S.?) 

CJ is the shear rnodulus, A is Lame's constant, M is the moment, and r is the radius of the 

sphere. and 



Figure 2.3 Orientation of (a) a singlecouple force, (b) a double-couple force and, (c) the 
equivalent force to a doublesouple point force. The smûller arrows represent 
force vectors (modified from Koyama, 1997). 



Figure 2.4 A double-couple in the ~1x2 plane. The XI a i s  is along the slip direction. the x2 
axis is also in the pluie of the fault, and y is perpendicuiar to the fault (modified 
from Lay & Wallace. 1995). 



Since the displacement field due to a shear dislocation can be given by the displace- 

ment field due to a distribution of quivalent double couples that are placed in a medium with- 

out any dislocations. these results can be used to calculate the deformation of the Earth around 

a slipped fault (Lay & Wallace, 1995). 

Remote Sensing in Earthquake Research 

Electromagnetic Spectrum 

Before discussing remote sensing it is important to briefly review the efectromog- 

netic spectrum. The electromagnetic (EM) spectmm represents a continuum across the wave- 

length or frequency of EM radiation. Figure 2.5 shows the major spectnl bands that are 

important for remote sensing. The most important spectral bands for geological remote sens- 

ing are. in order of increasing wavelength, ultraviolet (UV), visible, i n f m d  (IR), and micro- 

wave. The spectral band that is used will depend on the platfonn and the type of infomation 

required. The visible band is used for conventional airphotos or conventional photographs 

tken from orbiting spacecraft. The W. visible. and IR bands are used in various combina- 

tions on electro-optical satellite platforms such as Landsat, SPUï (Systeme Pour l'observa- 

tion de la Terre), and the HCMM (Heat Capacity Mapping Mission). Since different 

geological materials interact differently with each of the spectral bands, much geological 

infomation can be obtained from combining information from the different bands. 
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Figure 2.5 Major electromagnetic spectral regions pertinent to remote sensing (Alaska S A R  
Facility, 1996a). 



W. visible. and IR radiation cannot penetrate clouds and are ofien completely 

obscured by min and snow which limits its usehilness under these conditions. Also sensors 

for these wavelengths n l y  on nflected sunlight so images cannot be obtained at night. Micro- 
*' 

wave radiation is not affected by clouds, rain. or snow, and most platfoms that utilize micro- 

wave radiation generate theu own signal which means they can be used day or night. The 

microwave band is used by radar satellites such as RADARSAT. ERS-VERS-2. and ERS-1. 

Since using SAR is essential to this thesis. the focus of funher discussion will be on micro- 

wave radiation and SAR. 

2.3.2 - Aerial Photographs 

Remote sensing is defined as the technique of obtaining information about objects 

through the analysis of data collected by special instruments that a n  not in physical contact 

with the objects of investigation (Avery Br Berlin, 1992). In the geological sense, remote sens- 

ing refers to measuring or monitoring various physical andior chernical features and processes 

on the surface of the eanh and in the atmosphere. Traditionally studying earthquakes by 

remote sensing involved identifying linear features such as faults on the surface by way of air- 

photos. Mapping lineaments on rernote sensing imagery is, however, only an effective proce- 

dure for recognizing possible faults. O'Leary et. al. (1976) define a lineament as a "mappable, 

simple. or composite feûture of a surface whose parts are aligned in a nctilinear or slightly 



curvilinear relationship and which differs distinctly h m  the pattern of adjacent features and 

pnsurnabl y reflects a subsurface phenornenon." Aerial photographs are also subject to con- 

strainrs dealing with weather and the logistics associated with flying over a particular area. 

Satellite Images 

The fint space image of the earth using optical senson was collected by Explorer-6 

in Aupst. 1959 and in 1960 the first orbital photography became available (Lowman et. al., 

1967). During NASA's space pmgrarn of the 1960's and early 1970's (Mercury, Gemini. and 

Apollo missions). nrnote sensing from space developed from using simple hand held cameras 

to using a four-camen array to acquire multispectral photographs (Lillesand & Kiefer. 1994). 

In 1973, Skylab was launched and took over 35 000 image of the earth with the Exth 

Resources Experiment Package (EREP) on board. The EREP included a six-carnera multi- 

spectral array. a long focal length emh terrain camem, r 13thannel multispectnl scanner. and 

two microwave systems (Lillesand & Kiefer. 1994) 

Landsat-1. launched in 1972. became the C m  unmanned satellite specificaliy 

designed to acquire data about earth resources on r systematic. repetitive medium resoiution. 

multispectnl basis (Lillesand & Kiefer, 1994). The Landsrtt series uses electro-optical sensors 

which convert the reflected and/or emitted radiation from a ground scene to proportional elec- 

trical signais that are ultimately used to constmct 2-D images for conventional viewing. Elec- 



tmoptical sensois an non-film detectors (Avery & Berlin. 1992). Five other satellites in the 

Landsat senes have been launcheù and Landsat-7 is in the planning stages. The CNES 

launched SPOT-1 in 1986 which also used elec<rooptical sensors and led to the launch of 4 

other satellites in the series. 

SAR History 

Remote sensing using radar began with side-looking radar which was developed for 

miliiary reconnaissance in the early 1950's. and the fint large-scale terrain mapping project 

was a complete survey of the Darien province of Panama in 1967 using airborne radar (Lewis, 

1976). The era of space-borne radar rernote sensing began with the iaunch of SEASArl in 

1978. SEASArl was the fint of a proposed series of satellites oriented towards oceano- 

gnphif research. System failure 105 days after launch ended the mission and no further satel- 

lites in the series were ever launched (Lillesand & Kiefer, 1994). NASA's SIR (Shuttle 

Imaging Radar) missions took place during November 199 1 and October 1994. These were 

designed to be more experimental missions to test the potential of radar remote sensing sys- 

tems and detemine the effects of different parameters such as varying look angles (Lillesand 

& Kiefer, 1994). 

Almaz-1. launched by the former Soviet Union in early 1991. was the fat earth- 

orbiting radar satellite to opente on r commercial bais. The Almaz-1 mission ended 18 

months later when the satellite returned to eûrth (Lillesand & Kiefer, 1994). In the 1990's 



RADARSAT. ERS-l/ERS-2. and E R S 4  have k e n  launched which have initiated a new era 

in the availability of S AR imagery (Lilksand & Kiefer. 1994). 

Satelfite Images for Geological Interpretation 

The first colour composite image pduced fmm Landsat-1 data was over the 

Monterey Bay area, California and the smictural geological interpretation was made by Low- 

man ( 1976). His results provided an important view of the San Andrea fadt system and gave 

a better understanding of the tectonic setting associated with earthquakes and associated seis- 

mic activities. Remote sensing studies of the North Nahanni study area have k e n  previously 

carried out by Li (1 993) using SPOT. CCRS-airborne C-SAR, Landsat MSS. and ERS- 1 SAR 

data. SAR senson have a limited capability for penetdon into the surface. Under certain 

conditibns. and if the frequency of the radar wave is sufficiently low. penetration through dry 

surficial materials of up to 4 m has k e n  reponed e.g. Cannon (1980) and McCauley et. ai. 

(1982). This means that SAR images are limited to examining surface or near-surface stntc- 

tues.  However. with the increasing spatial resolution of satellite remote sensing piatfonns, 

satellite images have become useful in earihquake investigations. 

As is the case with aerial photographs. both the Lowman (1976) and Li (1993) stud- 

ies focused on picking linear features on the surface and identifying faults. As mentioned in 

section 2.2, earthquakes are caused by a slow, progressive buildup of elastic strain dong a fault 

which is suddenly released. The deformation associated with the elastic stnin buildup is nor- 

mally not very large and therefm monitoring the deformation by only examining structural 



features on a satellite image can be excecdingly difficult. if not impossible. N o d l y  sophis- 

ticated rneasuring equipmnt must be in place on the surface before-hand in order the measure 

the deformation associated with the elastic svain build-up. 

Reccntly SAR interfemmetq (MAR) has become popular for studying potentid 

eanhquake rcgions. Graham (1974) fint demonstrated that it was possible to take advantage 

of the phase measured by airbome radar. In the early 1980's. scientists at JPL showed that 

they could extract similar results by measunng the phase from Seasat-l SAR data. This was 

accomplished by comparing two radar images taken of the same area on the ground but ai dif- 

ferent times. Although the phase appeared random every time. the phase diffennces between 

comsponding pixels in the two radar images produced a relatively straightforward interler- 

ence pattern (Massonnet, 1997). 

The fiat application of InSAR for detecting smdl scde displacements due to an 

euthquaice was canied out by Massonnet et. al. (1993) of the CNES to detect surface displace- 

ment due to the June 28. 1992 eanhquake near Landers. California (Ms 7.3). The French 

group at CNES used ERS-1 SAR data over the epicentral area to rnap co-seismic and sorne 

post-seismic deformation with a resolution of 34 mm. A DEM of the ana was used to calcu- 

late and remove the topographie effect. Since then InSAR has becorne a common tool for 

monitoring tectanic activity cg. Massonnet et al. (1 W6), Meyer et al. (1996). Massonnet & 

Feigl(1995), and Peltzer & Rosen (1995). 



~ W E R  a Geologic Setting and Earthquake 
Activities in the North Nahanni 
River Study A m  

-- 

3.1 Introduction 

- The study area is located in the southwestern NWT between lon- 

gitudes t22w and 128"W. and latitudes 61% and 64% (Figure 3.1). Fig- 

ure 3.2 shows a more detitilecl map of the study ana with many of the lakes 

and nvers. nie epicentrai are. is logisticdly difficult to access. Access is 

lirnited to helicopter or small fi  xed wing aircraft. The m a  is mountainous 

and heavily forested. and there are no nearby communities. The closest 

community is Fort Simpson which is approximately 160 km to the east by 

air. Earthquakes with magnitudes Iower than 6 have occurred frequently in 



* Location of North Nahanni 
River study area 

Figure 3.1 Location of the North Nahanni River study ma.  



North Nahanni and Mackenzie River Map Area 

3 Location of study ana 

Figure 32 Detailed rnap of the Nonh Nahmni River study area. 



the ma, and this century a small number of earthquakes with magnitudes greater than 6 have 

k e n  recorded. 

3.2 Physiography 

A portion of a 1250 0 0  topographie map of the Nahanni study m a  is shown in 

Figure 3.3. The eastem pan of the study m a  is dominated by the Great Slave Plain which lies 

between the mountain ranges West of longitude 124OW and the uplands of the Precambrian 

Shield. Elevations vary from about 150 m to 300 m over most of the Plain. The entire Plain 

has been glaciated from east to West leaving behind numerous lakes. Glacial till thickness var- 

ies considerably across the m a  and Pleistocene and Holocene deposits cover the bedrock in 

most areas (de Wit et. al.. 1973). 

The western part of the study m a  is more mountainous consisting of nonherly to 

northwesterly trending ranges and broad valleys. The Franklin Mountains. which comprise 

the easterly chain. nse suddenly from the adjacent plains and uplands. At the mountain front. 

upper Recambrian to upper Paleozoic rocks fom high cliffs with ridges hot reach an eleva- 

tion of about 1 5 0  m. In the northem piut of the area these front ranges are separated from the 

Mackenzie Mountains by the Mackenzie Plain. which includes the valley of the Mackenzie 

north of Carnsell Bend. where the river tums sharply nonhward. The rnountainous m a  south 

of the South Nahanni River is referred to as the Liard Plateau. Elevations here are around 

1500 m, slightly lower than the Mackenzie Mountains to the north (de Wit et. al., 1973). 



Figura 3.3 Topographie map of the Nahanni snidy area. 



3 3  Regional Geological Setting 

No detailed gcologicai maps or sumy repoft~ are available for the region. geologi- 

cal i n f o d o n  is limitcd to a few sumys done in the late 1960's and e ~ i l y  1970's. The North 

Nahanni River study arca covers parts of several major tectonic and stratigraphie provinces. 

The Recambrian Shield is exposed on the eastem edge; the ceneral part, Iying within the Inte- 

rior Platform, is underlain mainly by Devonian and Cretaceous formations; and the western 

portion is in the Cordilleran belt where the accumulation of Phanemzoic sediments has been 

the greatest (de Wit et. al.. 1973). The total thickness of Phanerozoic sediments incnases in a 

westwaid direction from the edge of the Canadian Shield. Facies boundaries are not distinct 

but then is a general mnd for Paleozoic carbonate sequences to change to shale towards the 
- 

West (de Wit et. al., 1973). 

Paleozoic sedimen ts generall y overlk the granit ic Precambrian basement but 

quartzites and argillites of Roterozoic age have ken penctrated by many wells. The Rotcm 

zoic beds are overiain with angular unconformity by Cambiim sttilta. In the Mackenzie 

Mountains the Carnbrian increûses in thickness and is essentially a cvbonate succession 

which changes into a sequence of shales farther westwd. A thick development of ûrdovi- 

cian carbonates, especially dolomites, is prcsent in the Mackenzie mountains. It varies h m  

more than 60 m in the front ranges to 3500 m in the mountains kfore passing laterally into a 

thick shale sequence (de Wit et. al. 1973). 



In the mountains, middle Devonian beds of Eifelian age cest unconfomiably on the 

lower Devonian. They directly overlie the Silurian in the Franklin Mountains. To the east, on 

the Plains. middle Devonian beds nst on Prccambrian, except where Cambrian and Ordivician 

strata have been pnserved (de wt et. al., 1973). 

3.4 Stratigraphie Setting 

A stratigraphic section for the upper crust in the Mackenzie Plain is shown in Figure 

3.4. The Mackenzie Plain consists of a Precambrian crysdline basement overiiin by a thick 

sequence of high velocity Proterozoic sedirnentary rocks. Depth to the basement is almost 9 

km (Canadian Oil and Gas Lands Administration. unpublished data, 1969). The thickness of 

the Proterozoic layer, extnpolated from Proterozoic units outside the ma.  suggests a thick- 

ness of almost 5 km. The Proterozoic sequence consists of shale interkdded with sandstone 

and dolomite. The Paleozoic rocks consist primarily of dolomites and limestones of Carnbriûn 

to mid-Devonian age. Two oil wells drilled down to the base of the mid-Devonian formations 

show a thickness of at lest 2.3 km for these units (Canadian Oil and Gas h d s  Administra- 

tion, unpublished data, 1969). with an additional kilomem for the earlier Paleozoic unit. 

Some areas are covered by a weathered sequence of upper-Devonian shdes and mudstones 

named the Fort Simpson Formation. These Vary from O to 1.5 km. Thus the total thickness of 

the Paleozoic rocks in the Mackenzie Plain is approximately 5 km and the total thickness of 

sedimentary rocks is approximately 10 km or less (Wetrniller et. al.. 1988) 



Figure 3.4 Sirnplified stratignphic section of the Nonh Nahanni River field ama. Aga of 
rock units are given by D for Devonian. O for Ordivician, and S for Silurian; u and 
m arc upper and middle respectively (after Wctmiller et. al.. 1988). 



3.5 Structural Geological Setting 

Stress indicatoa in the region suggest cnistal rock in the region are subjected to 

horizontal compressive stress in the northeast-southwest direction similar to most of northeast- 

em North America. North trending thnist faults and folds of late Cietaceous - early Tertiary 

Laramide age, associated with the Colurnbian Omgeny, are prevdent throughout the Foreland 

Belt of the noctheastern Cordillen and represents one of the last major tectonic events in the 

region (Wetmiller et. al., 1988). 

The study ma is located in the Mackenzie Fold Belt. part of the larger Forelmd 

Fold Belt of the northeastern Cordillera. The Mackenzie Fold Beit cm be divided into four 

major tectonic units (from e s t  to west): the Interior Platfom, the Franklin Mountains, the 

Mackenzie Plain, and the Mackenzie Mountains (Figure 3.5). These units have similar lithol- 

ogies, but can be chmcterized by the varying degrees of deformation each has undergone. 

The main deformational episode is the late Cretaceous - early Tertiary Laramide Orogeny 

(WetmiIler et. al,, 1988). 

Li (1993) examined linear features using the Hough trmsform in Landsat. CCRS 

airborne, C-SAR, and SPOT imagery and noted areas of dense linear feature distribution 

which nflect the complex pattern of the fold belt. Figure 3.6 shows inteipreted linew features 

acquind from Landsat MSS image &ta. Li (1993) notes that the features are mostly NWSE 

trending and rnay represent aruciunl characteristics of the Precambrian basement. 



Figure 3.5 Simplified geology of the North Nahanni River study an. The patterns represent- 
ing svatigraphic uniis are defined in Figure 3.4. The main physiographic subdivi- 
sions and principal faulis are shown as well as epicentres for the main shocks 
(aftcr Wetmiller et. al., 1988)- 



Figure 3.6 lnterpreted linear features frorn h d s a t  MSS satellite imagery using the Hough 
transfocm (Li, 1993). 



Earthquake Activities 

nine of the largest eaithquakes to have occumd in western Canada took place in 

the area near the North Nahanni River about 160 km West of Fort Simpson. On October 5, 

1985 a Ms 6.6 eanhquakes smick the region followed by a M, 6.9 on December 23,1985. On 

March 25, 1988 a Ms 6.2 earthquake took place. The felt ana included the Northwest Temto- 

ries, Yukon Territories, B.C., Alberta, and Saskatchewan (Figure 3.7). These eanhquakes 

were followed by extensive aftenhock sequences. The rnost noteworthy of the effects of these 

earthquakes was the fourth l qe s t  landslide in Canada in this century caused by the October 

event, and the Denmber event triggend the stmngest ne=-field seismic accelerations (z2g) 

ever recorded for an earthquake (Wetmiller et. al., 1989). Choy & Boatwright (1988) suggest 
* 

that the strong near-field seismic accelentions could have been r localized phenomenon as the 

peak accelention arrived late in the wavefonn with a very distinct frequency content. Thec 

earthquakes presented a unique opportunity to study intnplate earihqudces, particularly in 

thmst environments such as the nonheast Canadian Cordillera. 

3.6.1 Previous Earthquake Activity 

Figure 3.8 shows the documented earthquake activity in the northeastem Cordillen. 

Pnor to the Nahanni eaithquakes no earthquakes with magnitude greater than 6 had ken  

recorded in the northeast Cordillera although eanhquakes with lower magnitudes have 

occumd fkequently. A distinct linear band of epicentres extends south from the Beaufort S a  



Figure 3.7 Felt repons and isoseism;ll distribution for the (iefr) October 5. 1985 and (right) 
December 23. 1985 Nahanni earthquakes. Population density in the epicentral 
region is near zero (after Wetmiller et. al.. 1989). 



Figun 3.8 Epicenues of Nahanni earthquakes (1985) and the seismiàty of the northeastem 
Cordillera. 



along the eastem boundary of the Cordillera to about 6S0N. At this latitude the epiceneal pat- 

tern becornes more diffuse, but activity continues to the southeast into the region when the 

Nahanni earthquakes occumd. Hem, the activity shows two possible linear vends but are 

confined to the Cordilieran region. The m a  of the Canadian Shield immediately to the e s t  is 

relatively aseisrnic. Three earthquakes of magnitude 6 are known to have occumd in the 

nottheastem Canadian Cordillera; two events in 1940 and one in 1955. and one other magni- 

tude 6 event in 1918 is known in the southeastem Canadian Cordillen (Rogers & Ellis. 1979). 

3.6.2 The Faulting Mechanism 

Contemponry stress indicators suggest chat the crustal rocks in the region are sub- 

jected i~ horizontal compressive stresses in the nonheast-southwest direction. sirnilar to that 

found in most of northeastem North America (Adams. 1985). This kind of stress regime 

favoun thrust and/or strike-slip evthquake activity. Leblanc & Weimiller (1974) determined a 

right-lateral, strike-slip mechanisrn for r magnitude 4.8 earîhquake in the nonhem part of the 

area near Fort McPherson. and suggested a correlation between the euihquake activity and the 

dominant set of north-trending faults in their study m a .  North-trending thmst faults and folds 

of Iûte Cretaceous - early Tertiuy h m i d e  age. associated with the Columbian Orogeny, are 

prevalent throughout the Foreland Belt of the northeristem Cordillera (Wheeler & Gabrielse. 

1972) and represent one of the 1 s t  major tectonic events in the region. Hemon et. al. (1974) 

suggested that this tectonic activity was part of a Cenozoic plate boundwy thmst zone created 

in the later stages of the development of the nonheastem Cordillera. 



The Nahanni region was heavily glaciated in the past which m y  also play a d e  in 

tectonic activity in the am. Wu & Hasegawa (1996) analyzed the effect of stresses causai by 

glacial loading/unlaeding and numericaliy computed the mode of failun. Their resuits indi- 

cate that under al1 combinations of tectonic stress, crustal loading promotes fûult stability 

directly under the load - which may explain why the intenor of central Canada and Greenland. 

whicb were coverrd by ice in the post. are virtually non-seismic at present (Figure 3.9). Upon 

~ m o v a l  of the load. thrust faulting is predicted within the ice margin. Even though the study 

m a  is focused some distance from the centre of the Hudson Bay ice shcet, it is in the western 

edge of the ice margin (Figure 3.10). 

Recent Earthquakes 

The analysis of Wetmiller et. al. (1988) of the two Nahanni euthquaices that 

occurred in 1985 show that the two main shock hypocentres are located within a few kilome- 

tres of each other at 62.19%. 124.24W and at a focal depth of 6 km. Table 3.1 shows some 

of the key parameters calculated for the October and December main shocks. The main 

shocks are north-striking (N175%), west-dipping (34* for the October event and 2So for the 

December event). closely spaced or possible CO-planer listric fault planes. Failure dong a pre- 

existing, but buried. Laramide-aged fault is suspected but no surface fault break was found 

(Homer et. al.. 1990). The close proximity of the two epicentres indicates that the earthquakes 

niptured the sarne foult. Teleseismic analysis of the two Nahanni earthquakes suggests that 

their rupture processes were dominated by the failure of asperities - localized areas of smng 



Figure 3.9 Map of eastem Canada showing seismotectonic trends and carthquaices p a t e r  
than M 3.0 ove; specified tirne periods. Note that there are vimially no carth- 
quakes in centrai Canada and Gmnland. (after Adams & Basham. 1989). 



Figure 3.10 Map of eastem Canada showing (1) the margin of the Laurcntian ice-sheet dur- 
ing the glacial maximum (18 000 BP), and (2) the orientation of the contempo- 
rary stress field in eastem Canada. The study m a  is located on the western 
edge of the ice rnargin (Wu & Hasegawa. 1996). 



stress relwe which are sumunded by a ~ s  with little or no stress drop which slip after asper- 

ities fail (Choy & Boaiwnght, 1988). 

Orinin tirne 

FZ~ Depth 

Magnitude 

Table 3.1: Puameten (epicentral coordinates. focal depth. magnitude, etc.) calculated for the 

October and December main shocks (modified from Wetmiller et. al., 1988). 

October 5,1985 
t 5:24:05 UTC 

-~%A.rea 

4, 

A totai of 323 aftershocks occuned between October 5, 1985 and March 25, 1988 

(Figure 3.1 1). The ovedl distribution extended over a rectangular ana measuring appraxi- 

mately 60 km by 20 km elongated in a north-south direction. The two main shocks o c c u d  

in the east-centrai part of the afteahock zone. The afteahocks are not associated with any of 

the large Laramide-aged thrust faults rnapped at the surface, or with their infemd extension to 

December 23,1985 
I 

OS: 16:M UTC 

6 km 

6.6 MW (6.6 M, 6.5 inb) 

6km 

6.8 MW (6.9 Mp 6.4 mb) 

15 million km2 

MM iX 
> 1.5 miilion km2 

MM iX 



figure 3.11 Epicentres of 323 Nahanni eaithquakes (M 3.0 and greater) (top) from OMber 
5. 1985 to March 1 1. 1986 (199 events). and (botrom) from March 12, 1986 to 
March 25, 1988 (1 24 events). The M 5.0 and larger earthquakes are numbend 
in chronological order up to the M 6.2 earthquake that occumd on March 25, 
1988. Numbers 1 and 3 are the October 5, 1985 and December 23, 1985 main 
shocks respectively (Homer et. al.. 1990). 



depfh. but detailed geological information for the epicenoal ngion is lacking (Homer et. al.. 

1990). 

Mwn et. al. (1991). using C-SAWSPOT imgery. have suggested chat a fault wiih a 

strike of approxirnately 355' is located along the segment of the North Nahanni River which 

meets with Boom Creek and intersects the south end of the Iverson Thnist Fault. Moon et. al. 

(1991) have also suggested that the E-W tnnding segment of the Nonh Niihanni River 

between the Iverson Range and the Banlement Thnist Fault to the east may npresent another 

fault. This is supported by the work of Li (1993) in which it was noted that the earihquake epi- 

centres are located along the N-S section of the North Nahanni River and disappear when the 

river tums east. Li (1993) suggesu that a N-S trending tectonic featun may have k e n  trun- 

cated by a major E-W trending geological structure between the Iverson Range and the Battle- 

ment Thmst Fault, 

3.64 The Quiescent Zones 

There was a seismically quiet zone around each of the main shock epicentns. The 

rectangles in Figure 3.1 2 nprcsent idealized aseismic ;ireas of 225 km2 for the October event 

and 195 km2 for the December event. based on seisrnicity observed in the fiat 24 ha (Figure 

3.12). The east and nonh boundaries in particular werc poorly defined. Choy and Boatright 

(1988) determined that the October main shock consisted of two subevents 3.6 s apm. The 

second subevent was located 5.7 km south of the first. The December main shock consisted of 



Figure 3.12 (top) Comparison of aftershock activity in ihe fiat 24 hrs following each main 
shock. Event numbea are the same as from Figure 3.7. The rectangles approx- 
imate the extent of a quiescent zone around each of the main shock epicentres. 
(bottom) Comparison of aftershock activity over a 78 day pend from 1 day 
after each main shock. Event numkrs are the same as figure 3.7 and rectangles 
an the same as in (top) (Horner et. al., 1990) 



three subtvents. The second subcvent occumd 0.8 s afier and first and 3.6 km to the NNW of 

the initial evcnt. The third subevcnt occutrtd 3.5 s aftet the first and 4.9 km to the south of the 

initial event. The distribution of the subevents comspondcd very well with the seismically 

quiet regions. 

Aftershock activity from October 6 to December 22. 1985 and from December 24. 

1985 to March 11. 1986 (an equal p e n d  of 74 days) is show in Figure 3.12. The Octoôer 

afieahocks extended about 10 km further nonh and activity became more evenly distributed 

north and south of the main shock. The quiescent zone around the m i n  shock continued to be 

stable however, indicating that it represents an important feature of the earthquake process. 

The aftershock pattern exhibited by the Dccember sequence was much more asymmetric; 

intense-afteahocks occurred predominantly to the south of the main shock. The quiescent 

zone around the main shock filled in during this period. particularly to the south. However this 

appears to be due io secondary faulting off the main rupture plane and the quiescent zone pet- 

sisted on the main rupture plane (Horner et. al., 1990). 



CHAPTER 4 Synthetic Aperture Radar and 
Interfemmetric SAR Theory 

4.1 SAR (Synthetic Aperture Radar) 

- 
4.1.1 Introduction 

Radar (RAdio Detection And Ranging) satellites operate in the 

microwave portion of  the EM spectrum. Thenfore they have wavelengths 

which are rnany orders of magnitude longer than optical satellites. The 

longer wavelengths allows the rnicrowave energy to penetmte cfouds. snow, 

haze, smoke, light min. etc. which are impenetrable to signals operating in 

the optical portion of the EM spectrum. In addition radar satellites operate 



as an active system which means that they generate thcit own signal. thenfore they cm obtain 

images day or night. 

Real Aperture Ra& 

Real aperture radar (RAR) uses a Axed antenna on a pladorm (aircraft or satellite) 

wbich emits pulses of EM energy perpendicular to the azimuth direction (the direction in 

which the platfom is moving). The EM energy is scattered in many directions upon contact 

with the gmund including the direction back to the antenna. Andysis of the amount of energy 

returned to the satellite and the length of time it talces to retum gives the brightness of a partic- 

ular target and its distance. A smooth object reflects most of the energy away from the antenna 

and therefon appem dark; a rough object scatten the EM energy, including some back to the 

mienna and therefon appears bright. 

The ability to distinguish between two objects on the ground in the azimuth direc- 

tion is related to the length of the antenna and the slant range (the iine-of-sight distance rnea- 

sured from the antenna to the ternin target). Figure 4.1 shows how the beam frorn the antenna 

spreads as it approaches the gmund due to the interference of the waves emitted from and 

received by the dipoles of the antenna. Two objects on the ground. and with the sarne slant 

range R. c m  only be imaged separately if they are not both in the beam at the same time. 

Therefore the asimuth resolution. the resolution in the direction that the satellite is travelling. 

can be given by 



Figure 4.1 Geometry of a side-looking reai apexture radar system (EarthVew, t 996a). 



where iL is the wavelength of the kam. La is the length of the antenna, and eH is the angular 

s p d  of the beam &am width). Thmefore if the antcnna length is incnased the beam spread 

becomes tighter and the azimuth resolution is irnprowd. If. for example. RADARSAT o p -  

ated as a Rai aperture radar satellite its azimuth resolution would be 

The range resolution. the resolution perpendicular to the direction that the satellite is travel- 

ling. is independent of the length of the antenna. The range resolution is only dependent on 

the imsging angle (the angle which the radar k a m  makes with the ground) and the duration of 

the radar pulse. 

Radar remote sensing is cacried out using an antenna which looks perpendicular to 

the direction that the platform is travelling. These systems are temed Side-Looking Radar 

(SLR) or Side-Looking Airbome Radar (SLAR). The basic operating principle of a SLAR 

system is shown in Figure 4.2. Microwave energy is transmitted from an antenna in short 

pulses (-10" dpulse). In Figure 4.2 (top) the propagation of one puise is shown by indicating 

the wavefront locations at successive increments of time. The solid lines (lrbeled 1 through 

10) show the transmitted pulse moving from the aircnfi in a focused barn. After tirne 6 the 

pulse miches the houx and a reflected wave (dashed line) is shown beginning at tirne 7. At 



Figure 4.2 Operating prînciple of SLAR. (top) Propagation of one radar pulse (indicating 
the wavefront location at time intervals 1 - 17). (bottom) Resulting antenna return 
(Lillesand & Kiefer, 1994). 



tirne 12, this naim signal naches the antenna and is cecorded on the antenna nsponse graph 

(Figure 4.2 (bonom)). At time 9. the transmitted wavehnt is nf lectd off the me and the 

reflected waw reaches the antenna at tirne 17. Because the trce is less reflectivc of radar 

waves than the house. a weakr  rcsponse is recorded in Figure 4.2 (bonom). 

By measuring the m m  time of the waves, the range. or distance, between the trans- 

mitter and reflecting objects can be determincd. The slant range to any given object is given 

by 

w here 
- 

R = slant m g e  (dinct distance tsetween trammitter and object). 

c = speed of light 

t = time between pulse transmission and echo reception 

(Lillesand & Kiefer, 1 994), 

Syn'thetic Aperture Radar 

SAR overcomes the problems of resolution associated with RAR. As was men- 

tioned earlier. the longer the antenna on a pladonn is the ktter the resolution will k. How- 

ever it is not practical to build an antenna long enough to achieve a remlution of less than 20 



m. SAR systems use a teltively short antenna, but thmugh modified dpta recordhg and pro- 

cessing techniques (which are discussed in Section 4.1.3) they synthesize the effect of a very 

long iuWnM. By using SAR it is possible to achieve molutions in the 

number of eacth surface featuns work together with the wavelength. 

polarization of radar signals to determine the intensity of radar retums 

These factors UIclude geometric characteristics (e.g. terrain), electrical 

range of 10-20 m. A 

incidence angle, and 

from various objects. 

characteristics of the 

surface, soil response, vegetation response, and water and ice response (Lillesand & Kiefer. 

1994). 

4.1.2 - SAR Imaging Geometry 

SAR systems operate as a SLR system where. as the name implies, the ground is 

imaged at an angle perpendicular to the flight path. Figure 4.3 shows the geometry of a SAR 

system and the terrninology used. The direction that the aircnft or satellite moves is cdled the 

azimuth or dong-track direction. The range or look direction is the imaging direction which is 

perpendicular to the azimuth direction. The line projected horizontally on the gmund from the 

flight path is called the nadir line or ground track. The slant range is the line of sight distance 

measured fmm the antenna to the mget. and the ground range is the distance measured dong 

the surlace fmm the nadir line to the tiuget. The area closest to the ground track where the 

beam illuminates the surface is the near range while the areii faRhest away is the far range. 



figure 4.3 Operating pnnciple of a SAR system (Avery & Berlin. 1992). 



The depnssion angle is the angle measured from a horizontal plane downward to a 

specific part of the hem The depression angle M n e s  acmss the image swath from a large 

angle at near range to a srnall angle at far range. The angle measurcd from a vercical plane 

upwad to a specific part of the ôeam is the look angle which varies in the opposite manner to 

the depnssion angle. The incidence angle is measured between the beam axis and a line pu- 

pendicular to the ground surface when the beam strikes, and its compiement is the grazing 

angle. 

SAR Theory 

Introduction 

- 
As was mentioned in section 4.1.1 (Equation 4.1). the longer the antenna on a plat- 

form is the better the azimuth nsolution will k. A SAR system cakes advantage of the for- 

ward motion of the platforni to synthesize a large antenna aperture. The reai antenna is carried 

to successive positions along the flight line and each successive portion is treated electroni- 

cally as though each were an individual element of the same antenna (Avery & Berlin. 1992). 

Equation 4.1 gives the beam width. OH. of a RAR system. Similarly the beam width of a SAR 

system with a syntheiic antenna of length L, is 



The factor of 2 is p n m t  in the denominator because of the tweway propagation path from 

the antenna to the target and back as compared with the one-way path of a conventional 

antenna (Skolnik, 1980). 

There are two hindamental limits to the maximum effective length of a synthetic 

aperture. One is that the length of the effective aperture Lx cm be no greater than the width of 

the region illuminated at the range R by the na1 antenna, given by Equation 4.1. Thus 

L, S RBH. The second limit is that the dinerence between the maximum and minimum (two- 

way) dong-track paths is a quarter wavelength (Figure 4.4). When this condition applies the 

system is nfemd to as a unfocused S A R  system. From this geometry, the effective length L, 

of the synthesized antenna is JRh so that the azimuth resolution for a unfocused SAR systeem 

is 

(Skolnik, 1980). This technique however does not account for the variable rate of phase 

change that occua dunng signal acquisition. 

If the received signal is corrected for the curvature of the spherical wavefront then 

the tesolution cm be improved even mon. At each "element" of the synthetic aperture 

antenna a phase correction AQ = ( 2 x x 2 ) / ( l ~ )  is applied when x is the distance from the 

centre of the synthetic aperture. This accounts for the nonlinear phase change and rnakes it 





possible to use ail the data colkctcd during the time bat the targct is within the beam (Eaxth- 

New, 1996a). Whcn this correction is appiied to each element of the syntbetic antenna, the 

antenna is n f d  to as focued at a distance R and dl the ccceived echo signals from a target 

at that range are in phase. The azimuth resolution of a focused SAR system. using Equation 

4.4 with L, = ( R k ) / L ,  is then given by 

The resolution of a focused S A R  system i s  independent of the range and wavelength, and 

depends solely on the sire of the real antenna (Skolnik, 1980). 

An important point to be made is that the signals from the synthetic aperture antenna - 
must be sampied at the pmper rate. The sampling rate is refemd to as the Pulse Repetition 

Frequency (PRF). The PRF is detennined by the maximum range ai which targets arc 

expected. If the PRF is made too high. the likelihood of obtaining target echoes from the 

wrong pulse transmission is increased. This cm ~ s u l t  in emneous range mesurernents 

(Skolnik. 1980). Therefore the sampling rate must not be too large; in practice this means that 

there will be some azimuth signal energy aliased (Harger, 1970). However the PRF must k 

hi& enough to avoid angle ambipities and image-foldover. These two conflicting rcquire- 

mnts on the PRF for SAR mean that the resolution and the coverage (swath) cannot k 

selected independently (Skolnik. 1980). 



The Doppkt Effc* 

At this point a discussion of the Doppler effe* is in order. When a detector moves 

with respect to a source of waves a shift in fnquency is observed which is known as the Dop 

pler effect. When a source emitting waves with a fquency f recedes from an observer at-a 

velocity v, the obscwed fkquency is 

When the source approaches the observer the observed fnquency is 

- 

Thenfore a receding source produces a Iower frequency and an appmaching source pduces 

a higher f~quency than the actual ernitted fquency. When two mets on the ground arr sep 

arated in the azimuth direction they are at slightly different angles to the antenna. Therefore 

they will have slightly different velocities relative to the antennr at a given moment and the 

signal reflected fiom each target will have its frequency shified a diffennt amount from the 

original due to the Doppler effect ( W V e w .  1996a). This is one of the principles under 

wh ich SAR operates. 



SAR 

Figure 4.5 shows how a large azimuth kamwidth is ernployed to illuminate a panie- 

ular spot on the ground and provide nflections over the length of the synthetic aperture 

required. If the particular point in Figure 4.5 is isolated its motion can be followed as: 

1. it enters the beam ahead of the platform causing a Doppler shift to higher frequencies; 

2. when the platform is perpendicular to the point there is no Doppler shift; 

3. as the platform moves away from the point the frequencies shift to lower frequencies. 

The Doppler shift information is then obtained by electronically cornparhg the 

reflected signals from a given point with a reference signal that incorpontes the same fre- 

quencyas the msmitted pulse. This gives the phase history which contains a record of the 

Doppler frequency changes plus the amplitude of the renims from each ground featun as it 

passes through the beam of the moving antenna (Avery & Berlin, 1992). 

The radiation with which a radar antenna illuminates its subject is refernd to as 

bbcoherent" radiation. which means that the crests and troughs follow a regular sinusoidal pat- 

tern. Thenforr. radar instruments cm measure both the amplitude and the point in the oscilla- 

tion - the phase - of the retumed waves. Figure 4.6 shows two waves that have the identical 

wavelength and amplitude but an shifted in phase by n/4 allowing thern to be distinguished 

from one another. 



Spocemtt 
motion 

Point target 

Figure 4.5 The concept of synthesizing a large antenna by utilizing spacecraft motion dong 
its orbital path. Here a view from above is shown. illusvating how a small reai 
antenna is uxd to ensure a large real bearnwidth in azimuth. As a consequence a 
point on the gmund is illuminated by the hiIl synthetic apemre (Richards 1986). 



Figure 4.6 Showing two waves with the identicai wûvelength and amplitude but shifted in 
phase by d4.  This allows the two waves to be distinguished from one another. 



SAR Azlmuth Compression 

As a radar beam passes over a point target, as in Figure 4.7. the slant range to the 

target varies as the platform and =al antenna beam first approaches. then recedes. from e r h  

scattenr. Thus one target traces a hyperbolic line in the azimuth-slant range plane (EarthView. 

1996a). This hyperbola is known as the range migration curve. Range walk is produced when 

scatterers enter and leave the radar beam at different slant ranges. This is particularly notice- 

able with spacebome SAR phtfomis because of the eanh's rotation beneath the satellite (Weh- 

ner. 1987). Since this hyperbola is representative of only one point, al1 the points dong this 

curve must be compressed to fonn a single pixel in the final image. For airborne SAR. range 

is relatively small so that the curvatun rnay produce much less than one range-celi (pixel) shift 

as the beam travels across scatterers. A digital image is composed of a two-dimensional arny 

of discrete pixels that correspond spatially to relatively smdl terrain areas. For spacebome 

SAR multiple range cell shifts may occur (Wehmr. 1987). 

Speckle 

The amplitude of the returned wave depends on the number and type of scatterers on 

the ground. measurement of the amplitude gives the familiar black and white satellite images. 

Each pixel on the ground cari contain numerous small targets. for example pebbles. rocks, and 

leaves, which can generate multiple reflections. Radar reflections from a pair of objects can 

interfere constructively or destructively as shown in Figure 4.8. Minor differences in geome- 

uy can therefore cause large changes in the amplitude of the pixels in a radar image. The indi- 



Figure 4.7 Hyperbolic cuwe uaced by a point m e t  in the azimuh-slant range plane (madi- 
fied from EarthView, 19%). 



Figun 4.8 Raâar refiections from a pair of objects can interfere constructively giving a bright 
pixel (tigiti), or desmictively giviag a dark pixel (lefi). ?bis will cause specide in 
a satellite image (Massonnet, 1997). 



vidud nflections can add toge- to make the overall reflcction smnger (constructive 

interference). or canccl one another out (destructive interference). This phenomnon is called 

"speekle" and accounts for the grainy appearance of a SAR image. 

These reflections combine in unpcedictable ways and therefore the phase measure- 

ments for a given pixel seem random. However. compahg two radar images taken from 

roughly the same position but at diffaent times nveals a great deai of information. While the 

phase itself appears random in either image. the phase difference between comsponding pix- 

els in the two images is not. If two sequential satellite images are taken fmm exactly the same 

position. then should be no phase diffennce between any pair of comsponding pixels. But if 

the scene on the ground changes, even slightly, between two radar scans the phases of some 

pixels in the second image will shift. 

4.1.4 SAR Applications 

Since the early 1970's SAR has becorne over r valuable tooi in temote sensing. 

This section will briefly mention a few of the areas in which SAR has ken used extensively as 

mentioned in EarthView (1 996a). 

Polar ice has imbedded salt. bnne pockets. and air bubbles; it is an inhomogeneous 

medium with a low dielectrîc constant. Thus volume scattenng is high which makes SAR sen- 

sitive to the different physical pmpecties of the ice. Ice classification is also possible using 

SAR. First year ice is genedly much smoother than multi-year ice and therefore appars 



much dprlrer than multi-year ice in a SAR image. Ocean wave modeling using SAR can be 

carried out by extractiog the wave spectra and identifying cunent patterns. 

SAR sensors can also be used in forestry applications such as clear-cut boundary 

delineation and forest stand inventory updating. Since SAR can penetrate cloud cover. SAR 

sensors can be pyiicululy valuable in tropical areas where there is almost constant cloud 

cover. 

SAR imagery has been used extensively for stmctural and linernent geological 

mapping. lithology mapping. exploration for rnetds. and for oil and gas deposits. SAR has 

also ken  applied to the analysis of quatemary landfom. ment seismic disturbances. and 

meteorite impact craters. Algorithrns for combining radar with geological and geophysical 
- 

data sets and mineral deposit models are also king tested. 

The volumetric content of water in the soi1 is directly related to the dielectric con- 

smt. At a given wavelength. the penetmtion depth decreases as the soil moisture incnases. 

which results in an increase in the backscattered energy. Thus the retumed signal is dependent 

on both the surface roughness and the moisture content. SAR imagery cm also provide a 

means of discriminating soil moistun patterns in both time and space. Therefore it is possible 

to infer the distribution of soil moisture and infiltration capacity over large mas.  SAR irnag- 

ery was also used during the 1993 Mississippi River Rood and the 1997 Red River flood to 

rnonitor and rnap Rood extent and flood damage. and to provide rapid nsponse for flood relief. 



SAR cm be used as a source of &ta for applications for determining crop area. size. 

type. and condition. Also techniques are king developed for using SAR imagery for deter- 

rnining soi1 moisture and the prcsence of saline soils. Studies have ken  perlonned to assess 

how the backscatter of various crop types varies with time of day. palarization. and moisture 

conditions. 

The Magellan probe has mapped the surface of Venus using an S-band (132.7 m) 

SAR with a range nsoluticn of 120 m at low altitudes and an azimuth resolution of 120 m at 

al1 altitudes. As well a mission is planned for mapping Satum's moon Titan using SAR oper- 

ating in the Ku-band (22 cm). 

SAR Interferometry 

4.2.1 Introduction 

Repeat-pass SAR interferornetry (InSAR) is a technique which produces an image 

from the phase difference between two S A R  images acquired over the same ngion but at 

slightly diffennt viewing angles. In order to reduce speckle in SAR images the common prac- 

tice is to average the amplitudes of neighbouring pixels in radar images. However averaging 

the amplitudes desuoys al1 the phase information of the radar reflections. Gnham (1974) first 

demonstrated that it was possible to take advantage of the phase measured by airborne radar. 



Zebker & Goldstein (19861, using a radar system mounted on a NASA CV990 aircraft, first 

demonstrated that MAR was practical by generating a DEM of a portion of the San Francisco 

Bay area. 

Airborne InSAR cm be c d e d  out in two ways: "along-track" or "cross-irack". 

Along-tnck interferometry systems mesure radar echo phase differences on repeat images 

separated in time by less than a second so the baselines are very short. The baseline is the dis- 

tance ktween the sensor when the two images are acquireû. This method is used aimost 

exclusively for ocean surface motion studies such as cumnts of swell wave spectra (Zebkcr & 

Villasenor, 1992). Cross-track interferomeüy can be done in two different ways. The fim 

method is to use a single antenna on an aircraft and npeatedly fly over the same a m  on the 

grounb. By taking the phase difference between two images. an interfemgram can be gener- 

ated. The second method, which was used by 2ebker & Goldstein (1986) and is also used on 

the CCRS airborne SAR system (Gray & Farris-Manning, 1993). is to have an antenna 

attached to the underside of each wing of the aircrafi. Since the SAR system is a side-looking 

radar system. the distance h m  one antenna to the surface will be grrater than for the other 

antenna. Both the NASA and the CCRS systems have k e n  successfully used to generate 

D a ' s .  

Previous studies have shown that the phase ciifterence between a pair of SAR 

images is related to terrain height (Zebker & Goldstein, 1986; Zebker et. al.. 1994; Hagberg e t  

al.. 1995). to surface changes (Zebker & Villasenor, 1992), and to surface feature movemenis 

(Gabriel et. al., 1989; Goldstein et. al., 1993; Masonnet et. al., 1993; Massonnet et. al., 1995; 



Vachon et. al.. 19%). The last category, surface feature movemcnt. includes 2-dimnisional 

mapping of deforrnation with high accuraey (cm sale) which is the focus of this iesearch. 

Applications include earthquake deformation detcction and monitoring. monitoring of crustal 

movemtnu. monitoring volcano inflation and subsidence. and monitoring of land slides and 

land subsidence (EarthView. l996b). 

4.2.2 M A R  Background 

As was mentioned in the previous section. SAR systems measure both the amplitude 

and phase of a scattend wave as it retums to the receiver. Measurement of the phase can be 

extremeiy useful as the following example fiom Massonnet (1997) will show. Suppose. for 

exampre, a satellite radar opentes at a frequency of 6 GHz, i.e. a wavelength of 5 cm. If the 

distance from the radar antenna to a target on the gmund is. for example. exactly 800 km. the 

1600 km round trip will correspond to a very large, but whole. number of wavelengths. Since 

the ~tuming wave will have just completed its final cycle the phase will be equal to its original 

condition when it left the satellite. If. however, the distance to the ground is 800 km plus one 

centimeire the wave will have to cover an additional two centimetres on it round trip which is 

40% of the wavelength. As a result the phase of the rrflected wave will be off by 40% when it 

retums to the satellite. an amount which is easily measured. 

Radar interferograms produced in this manner show ground displacement using a 

series of coloured bands. which resemble the interference fnnges h m  a thin film of oil or 



soap (Figure 4.9). One complete set of bands repnsents a shift of half a wavekngth in the dis- 

tance to the ground since the radar wave must complete a two-way trip. The fringes record 

only the componcnt of ground displacement in the direction of motion of the satellite or 

directly away h m  it (Massonnet. 1997). 

If two images are taken of the ground from the exact sarne location then then will 

be no phase difference between any comsponding pairs of pixels. However if the scene on the 

ground changes slightly between passes the phases of some pixels in the second image will 

have shifted allowing minute movements along the ground to be recorded (Figure 4.10). If the 

satellite does not retum to its exact same position in the second pass then the changing geome- 

try. caused by the different viewing angles, will also i n d u c e  phase changes. In this way 

interfemmetry cm act like a pair of stenoscopic aenal photographs in thnt variations in topog- 

raphy can be ncoded. This topographic effect can be removed by calculating the purely t o p  

graphic effect and subtracting it. If the topographic contribution is not removed than it will not 

be possible to measure surface displacement since it is not possible to separate fringes that are 

caused by topography and fringes that are caused by surface displacement. This will be dis- 

cussed in detail in the following chapter. 

4.2.3 InSAR Geometry 

The interferomeuic technique is sirnilar in some ways to stem-optical irnaging in 

that two images of the sarne ana, viewed at different angles. are combined to produce a t o p  



Figura 4.9 Soap fiim of tapering thickness cm separate light into its composent coloun. each 
of which conesponds to a pPnicular wavelength of elemmagnetic radiation. A 
fringe of one colour shows where the light rays of that wavelength reflet3 fmm the 
top and bottom surfaces of the thin film and combine conmctively (Masomet, 
1997). 



Figun 4.10 Consenitive radar scans from the same position in space aeate a Wnial interfer- 
ence pattern when the crust shifts. Each cycle of coloured fringes conesponds 
to a change of distance to the satellite of an additional half-wavelength (detailed 
enlargemenfs). which gives ooe full wavelength in round-trip distance for the 
radar wave to uavel. nie ange papcriis shown here dfaped over the surf'ace 
indicates a gradua1 lowering of this mountain (Masmanet, 1997). 



graphic image of the surface. nie following description of the InSAR geometry and related 

equations cornes from Vachon et. al. (1995). The M A R  geomtry in the plane of obstwation 

is shown in Figure 4.1 1. SAR images are acquind at locations 1 and 2 and are p10ctSSCd to 

cornpiex imges gl (x, y) = Al e ~ p { $ ~  } and g2(x y) = AZexp{@2) . where (x, y) repre- 

sents the azimuth and range coordinates. Ai is the amplitude of SAR signal i. and qi is the 

ph= of SAR signal i. Also Ai = A@, y )  and Oi = 4+(x. y) . Subject to consiraints on sur- 

face change and orbit sepmation. which are discussed in Section 4.2.4. the two images may be 

registered and combined to proùuce an interferogram 

when 6 denotes the complex conjugate. 

As mentioned in the previous section. the phase of the intcrfcrogm is the phase 

difference ktween the two images. The phase 0 is nlated to the path diffennce 6 ktween 

the two imaging locations. Using the geornetry of Figure 4.1 1 the baseline can be defined in 

terms of the orbit separation B and the tilt angle a. If the baseline is known then the memurrd 

difference in the interfemgram phase d a  between two points may be relited to the change in 

range dR and the change in surface height dt 

2kB, 
dQ = - 

R sin 0 [dz + cosBdR] = d+, + d@, . 



Figure 4.11 Repat-pass InSAR geometry with a local terrain height of 20).  The inset shows 
the decornposition of the baseline defined by B and a into its parallel Bp and 
n o m d  B, cornponents. under the assumption of pamllel rays (Vachon et. al.. 
1995). 



when R is the range to the first point, 8 is the local incidence angle, k = 2d. is the radar wave- 

number, A is the radar wavelength. and 

is the perpendicular (normal) component of the baseline. The term d$R may be systematically 

nmoved from the interferograrn leaving only the terrain dependent phase dqZ. In the interfer- 

ogram each phase fringe (change in phase h m  O to Zn) represcnts a relative change in eleva- 

tion of 

* 

4.2.4 Limits for InSAR 

Introduction 

The primary limitation for InSAR comes fiom decorrelation (low coherence) 

between the two images. Radar echoes will be comlated with each other if cach npresents 

nearly the same interaction with a scattenr or set of scatterers. Decorrelation cm be sepmted 

into decorrelation that is dependent on sensor geomctry, and decomlation that is due to acnial 

changes associated with the target. Effects of the sensor geometry will be refemd to as spatial 

in nature and target effects will be refemd to as temporal. Of these two types, temporal dcco- 

mlation is the one that is of the greatest concem to interfemmetcy. Spatial decomlation can 



be compensated for with the proper orbit geometry but temporal decomlation is entinly 

dependent on natural and artificial changes to the earth's surfare. These two types of decorn- 

lation cm be sub-divided into th= sources of decomlation: deconclation from surface 

changes of the individual scattering centres within each resolution elcment (temporal decom- 

lation), spatial baseline decomlation. and spatial decomlation due to rotation of the targcts 

between observations (Zebker & Villasenor, 1992). 

Temporai Decorrelation 

To successfully generate an interferogram, the phase ktween the two images must 

be well conelated. The cohennce is a measure of phase correlation and is defined as 

where O is the spatial average over a processing window. The coherence lies in the range 

O a y S 1 . If the coherence is luge (close to 1) the phase in the two images is highly com- 

lated, whenas if the coherence is small (close to 0) the phase is not well correlated. 

Temporal deconelation is caused by surfacc changes between passes which include 

snowfall. vegetation growth. etc. as well as changes in the elecuicrl and geometrical properties 

of the surface. Vachon et. al.. (1995) studied the effect of temporal decorrelation on scene 

coherence over two test sites in nonhem Canada using ERS-1 imagery with a three day repeai 

period. Vachon et. al.. (1995) found that the scene cohennce was variable over three &y 



intervals. The coherence was normaily high but for some th= day periods it became quite 

low. Vachon et. al.. (1995) also considend the case of incnasing the time period ktween 

images from thme days to 27 days. The cohennce was favorable over approximately the first 

15 days but then kcarne low after that. 

Vachon et. al.. (1995) found that the rate of decnase in coherence depends largely 

on the surface type. Rocky, barren surfaces retained cohennce for the longest p e r d s  while 

forested areas showed a rapid decrease in coherence. This can provide information on surface 

geophysical properties and for land use classification (Askne & Hagberg, 1993). Temporai 

phase decomlation can also be caused by low signal-to-noise ratios. phase aberrations in the 

processing, and heterogeneous atmospheric conditions (Vachon et. al.. 1995). 

~aseline Deconiation 

While the InSAR method does not nquire the satellite to retum to iu exact same 

position during each pas, it does require that the baseline not be too large. The orbits need to 

be sufficiently close that the phase interference between different scatteren within one resolu- 

tion ceIl change negligibly and speckle no longer limits the possibility of obtaining phase 

information from each pixel (Askne & Hagberg, 1993). The constraint on the maximum base- 

line can be expnssed in terms of the "celestial footprint" (Prati & Rocca, 1990) and the geom- 

etry is shown in Figure 4.12 for ff at terrain. The celestid footpnnt is defined by considering 

the ground resolution ceIl as a radiating antenna such that the speckle in the two images 



Figure 4.12 The "celestid footprint" for flat terrain, The projection of the slmt-range resolu- 
tion element ont0 the plane perpendicular to the line-of-sight (shown in the 
inset) leads to a scattenng element of scale pc. Both passes rnust lie within the 
field of view defined by this ndiating element (Vachon et. al.. 1995). 



remains comlated. This leads to the condition that the trajectory for the two orbits must lie 

within the aaplar region defined by 

where p( is the size of the resolution ceIl perpendicular to the radar lirof-sight. Then 

when p, is the slant range resolution. Assuming linear FM (chirp) pulse encoding. the com- 

pnssed slant range nsolution is given by 

when c is the speed of light and F is the chirp bandwidth. The required repeat orbit tolerance 

is estimated as the maximum normal component of the baseline given by 

(Vachon et. ai., 1995). 

The phase variation, Aq, within the interferogram can be given by the following 

equation 



when R is the slant range distance. B, is the baseiine perpendicular to the line of sight. and 0 

is the incidence angle. AH repnsents the topographie variations ove; a reference plane. The 

second tenn gives the phase shift due to a small coherent change. AR. of the scattena within a 

given resolution cell between two acquisitions. A@ represents a phase error that is due to ran- 

dornly changing surface condition. speckle decorrelation due to baseline. volume scattering. 

and t h e m l  noise. The lasi tem represents the 2n phase ambiguity associated with al1 inter- 

ferognuns. Eq. 4.18 shows that interferograms made with large baselines will be sensitive to 

topography. while small baselines will show a high sensitivity to small surface displacements 

or temporal changes in the phase of the surface reflectivity (Askne & Hagberg. 1993). 

Spatial Decorrelation due to Rotation 

Decomlation due to rotation refers to the rotation of targets with respect to the rai 

look direction Le. it is not possible to illuminate the same patch on the surface frorn two differ- 

ent aspect angles and expect the signals to be h l l y  correlated. Consider a resolution eiement 

as shown in Figure 4.13. Each scattering centre at polar location (p, y) rotates to position 

(P, y + dy) . Transforming to rectangular coordinates x = pcosy , y = P siny expresses the 

change in position on the surface as a change in range; if the distance to a point before rota- 

tion is R + fi sine sin y, . the distance after a small rotation dy = y ,  - yz is R + psin Bsin y*. 

where 0 is the incidence angle. As the patch is rotated slightly. the range to and hence phase 



Figure 4.13 Rotation of resolution elemeni by angk y moves scattering centres from initial 
position X to new position O. Across-tnck component of displacement then 
yields slightly different phase shifts for each scattering centre. resulting in sig- 
nal decomlation (modified from Zebker & Villasenor. 1992). 



of each scattering centre changes slightly, and the coherence will Vary. The following expres- 

sion for the rotation induccd decorrclation can then be used: 

(Zebker & Villasenor, 1992). 

Surface Slope 

To detennine the slope sensitivity for a given badine one cm use the following 

expression for the fnnge frequency given by Ulander & Hagberg (1993) 

where u is the surface slope in the plane of observation. A measure of the maximum slop. 

u,, that rnay be sensed can be derived in ternis of the SAR's range resolution p, and the con- 

straint that the rate of change of phase must be adequately sarnpled - that is, the maximum 

change in range wavenumber is 2Wp, Stiuting from a Rat surface (u = O) and tilting the sur- 

face toward the radar, the maximum slope that may be unambiguously measured is 

- sin 8 
- ((2kSn)/(Rsin8))(p/(2t)) + cos0 

(Vachon et, al., 1995). 



4.2.5 Spectral Msalignment 

Surface rattering may be rnodelled by the complex scene reflectivity, which 

includes surf'e pmpenies such as dielectnc constant. conductivity. radar wavelength. polar- 

ization, surface roughness. and scattenr geometry (Barder & Schattler. 1993). The SAR data 

suitable for InSAR are with slightly different imaging geometries. Thenfore the SAR data 

spectra correspond to slightly different fnquency bands of the scene reflectivity specwm (Just 

& Bamier. 1994). The effect of this spectral misalignment on coherence may be expiessed as 

where FA and FR are the azhuth and range bandwidths, and 6f, and 6f, are the possible fre- 

quency band shifts in azimuth and range (Vachon et. al.. 1995) Adaptive bandpass filtering in 

nnge and azimuth. as described in the generate and filter intcrfemgram pmcessing step in 

Chapter 5. removes the spectral misalignment decornlaiion effect from the interferopm. 

The has the efîect of forcing to be close to unity. 

4.3 SAR Platforms 

Cumntly the four satellites from which we can obtain InSAR data are: RADAR- 

SAT (Canadian Space Agency), hpan's E R S 4  (no longer in operation as of October 1998). 



and ERS4 and ERS3 (Europcan Space Agency). SEASAT also pmduced SAR data during 

its brief lifetime but the data was not especially suitable for hSAR applications, although 

some InSAR studies wen carried out using SEASAT data e.g. Gabriel et. al. (1989). 

Eacb satellite has different orbital parameters which are summuized in Table 4.1. 

RADARSAT and ERS-IERS-2 operate with a waveiength of 5.6 cm (C-Band) while E R S 4  

SAR operates with a 23.5 cm (L-Band) signal. With a longer wavelength. ERS-1 SAR has 

better pnetration through vegetation canopies than RADARSAT or ERS-IERS-2 and has 

lirnited penetration through snow. As well the longer wavelength will help increase cohemnce 

in ERS-1 images. The repeat orbit penod for JERS-I is however 44 days which greatly 

increases the chances for temporal deconelation. In this respect. ERS- IERS-2 tandem mode 

data is  the best for interferometry since the images can be obtained only one day rpm. How- 

ever the maximum baseline for ERS4 and ERS-2 is only about 1 km. RADARSAT has a 

number of different acquisition modes of which fine barn mode is the most suitable for inter- 

ferometry. in fine beam mode. the maximum baseline for RADARSAT is about 5 km which is 

Iarger than for the other SAR satellites. However, RADARSAT rlso has a fairly long repeat 

pend.  24 days. This demonstrates that each of the SAR platforms has both advantages and 

disadvancages for use in InSAR studies. 



Table dl Table cornparhg key panmeten of ERS-1. ERS-2. RADARSAT. ERS-1, and 
SEASAT satellite platforms. 
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Data 

5.1 Introduction 

A SAR instrument sends out a radar pulse which has various 

interactions witb the ground, some of which scatter the radar back toward 

the satellite. The backscattered EM pulses are received and digitally sam- 

pied by the satellite. The ntum signai is compared against a reference 

function (cosine) and the reference function shifted 90' (sine). The rcsults 

are the in-phase and quadrature components which are distributed as signal 

data. No corrective processing is performed at this stage so the data is no< 

displayable as an image, it is only raw data (Alaska SAR Facility, 1999). 



Theie an a numkr of pmessing steps nquiicd in order pmcess raw data to dis- 

playable images. These processing steps are complicated and computationally extensive. 

therefoce they wül not be describtd in detail in this thesis. Bnefly. the first step is to obtain the 

preprocessing panuneters and convert the slant range distance to p u n d  range. Then praess- 

h g  is carried out in the range and azimuth direction in aider to resolve the retum signal. 

Details on these seps GUI be found in Alaska S A R  Facility (1997). 

5.1.1 Processing of SAR Data 

SAR data are usually delivercd in several basic formats once they are processed: 

scene (SCN), single look complex (SLC), and fully processed. As rnentioned in section 4.1.3 

speckYis a problem in SAR images due to numerous small nflectors within a particular reso- 

lution element on the surface. As was mentioned in section 4.2.1. to overcome this problem 

the normal methoà of processing is to reduce statistical noise by averaging the amplitudes of 

neighbouring pixels. This is known as "taking looks" and the resulting image is refemd to as 

SCN data This will successfully remove a great deal of noise and some simple further pro- 

cessing will remove most of the remaining noir. However averaging desmys the phase 

information and therefore makes the data sets urless for interferometnc applications. 

Therefore. for interfemmetric applications SLC data must be used. For SLC data 

only one look is used which means that no averaging of the amplitudes of neighbounng pixels 

is canîed out, thereby prcserving the phase information. This also means that SLC data are 



usually much noisier than the highly pmassed SCN images. Different pmcessing steps are 

usually requinxi in order to reduce the amwnt of noise depending on the application. 

Processing of SLC Image Data 

To prmess the SLC image data for this thesis the software package PCIWorks Ver- 

sion 6.2 (PCI, 1997). As mentioned in d o n  4.2.3 SLC data are complex images. each pixel 

value has both a teal and imaginary component. To reduce the noise in the SLC data the mag- 

nitude of the image must be first calculated 

when 2 is the magnitude, x is the nd component, and y is the imaginary cornponent. The 

study ana image that was processed was a descending mode RADARSAT image acquired on 

Feb. 19, 1998. Figure 5.1 shows the resulting magnitude image. 

Once the magnitude image is obtained. standard speckle fiiten can be used to Clter 

the data. Many different speck!e filters have k e n  developed. For the image in Figure 5.lthe 

enhanced Frost filter was used although similar nsults could be obtained with any of the stan- 

dard speckle filters. The algonthm for the Frost filter (Frost et. al., 1982) consists of a cirtu- 

lady symrnetric filter with a set of weighting values m(t) for each pixel 

w hen A is given by, 
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Figun 5.1 Magnitude image of SLC RADARSAT image acquired on Feb. 19,1998. 



where Var(z) is the variance of the grey level in the filtcr window. ~ ( t ) ~  is  the square of the 

mean grey level in the filter window. K is a damphg faor. and Ir1 is the absolute value of chc 

pixel distance fmm the central pixel to its ncighbours in the Clter window. The nsulting grey 

level value i ( t )  for the smoothed pixel is 

where p ,  . . .p .  are the grey levels of each pixel in the filtu window and m ,  ... m, an the 

weights for each pixel. 

The Frost filter was modified by Lopes et. al. (1990) by dividing the data set into 

areas belonging to one of three classes. The fiat of the t h e  classes corresponds to the home 

geneous areas in which random noise cm be eliminated by applying a low-pass filter. The sec- 

ond class comsponds to heterogeneous areas in which random noir is to ôe reduced while 

preserving texture. The third class is areas containing point iargets where the filter should pre- 

serve the obrrved value (Shi & Fung. 1994). n ie  mode1 is fonnulated as follows 

where func(C,(t)) is a hyperbolic function of C,(t) defined as follows (Shi Br Fung. 1994) 



when Cv and C,(t) are the variation coefficients of the noise and data set respectively. and 

cm, is the maximum of the noise variation coefficient (Shi & Fung, 1994). The variation 

coefficients simply masure how homogeneous the m a  under the filtering mask is. If the vari- 

ation coefficient is low than the area is homogeneous. if the vdation coefficient is high thm 

the m a  is not homogeneous. 

If the enhanced Frost filter is compared with the Frost filter it can easily be seen that 

at the two extrcmes (Le. homogeneous ana class and isolated point iarget class) the output is 

forceâ io be equal to the averaged value and the observed vdue without filtering. respectively. 

For the heterogeneous class the original filter responses are exaggerated by the hyperbolic 

function to satisfy the requirement that "the more heterogeneous an ana is. the less it has to be 

smwthed" (Shi & Fung, 1994). Figure 5.2 shows the image from Figure 5.1 filtend using the 

enhanced Frost filter using a drmping factor of 1 and the number of looks set equal to 1. nie 

effect that the speckle fi ltering had is evident in a cornparison of the two images. fine detail is 

much more readily discernible in the f ltered image, particularly features in the southeast por- 

tion of the image. 
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Figure 5 2  Magnitude image from Figure 5.1 filtered using the Enhanced Frost filter. 



5.2 Pmcessing of InSAR Data 

There is a broad range of application for SAR interfemmetry. InSAR can be used 

for highly accurate elevation mapping (cmting digital elevation models). InSAR can also be 

used for monitoring surface changes such as deforestation. Since forests will generally cause 

low coherence an area that has been heavily defonsted will exhibit a rnuch higher coherence 

that it had when there were trees pnsent. Differential interfemmetry can be used to monitor 

cm scale ground displacements due to earthqudces. volcano inflation and deflation. or glacier 

movement. For differential interferometry the topographie contribution must be removed so 

that any resulting fnnge pattern will be related to surface displacernent only. 

5.2.1 - Introduction 

Generating differential interferograms (the interferogram with the topognphic con- 

tribution removed) and DEM's from SLC data sets involves a number of data processing 

stages. To process the data sets used in this thesis the software package EanhView Version 

4.4.1, developed by Atlantis Scientific Inc. was used. This software package contains the 

hSAR Version 1.1 software module which contains a set of data processing tools that com- 

bine two SLC SAR images to create differential interferograms and DEM's 

The processing steps needed to generate DEM's with EarthView are show in Fig- 

ure 5.3, and the processing steps required to genente differential interfemmetq products are 



Flowchart for Genercrtlng 
MM's 

Figure 5.3 Pmcessing steps requind for generating DEM's using Ea~hView (modified h m  
EarthVtew, 1996b). 



shown in Figure 5.4. Al1 of the processing steps rrquired for generating differential interfer- 

ometry products are the same as the DEM's except for the added step of co~gistering the 

extemal DEM with the Master SAR image. This section will discuss in detail the pmcessing 

steps requhed to generate both a diffeantial interferogram and a DEM. 

5.2.2 Pmcessing Steps For Generating Interferograms 

The processing steps discussed here will be refemed to as in Figure 5.4- In many of 

the steps there are a nurnber of important derails and these will be discussed in each section. 

There are three different projections to present the data: 

Slant Range which is the original slant range/azimuth SAR projection of the w t e r  

SAR image. no elevation comctions have been made to these data; 

Terrain Correctcd where the InSAR products wiil be corrected for S A R  image dis- 

tortions such as layover and foreshonening, however the image is still in slant mgel  

azimuth coordinates and; 

Geocoded where the terrain comcted image is resampled to a map projection. 

5.2.3 Specify Input Data Sets 

The obvious f a t  step in generating an interferognm and a subsequent DEM is to 

specify the input data sets. Two SLC image data are requind to generate phase images and 

they are arbitrarily nfemd to as the "master image" and the "slave image". &ch SLC data set 



Figure 5.4 Rocessing steps required for generating differential interfemmeiry products using 
EarihView. The only step beyond that needed for generating DEM's is the coreg- 
istration of the externid DEM to the master SAR image (modified from Earth- 
View, 1996b). 



consists of four files: the volume file. the leader file. the image file. and the M e r  file. nie 

volume file iists the size of the other three files as well as infomiation pertaining to the orbit 

and the scene location. The leader and trailer files contain in-depth information about the 

image requireâ for determinhg the latitude and longitude of each pixel in the image which is 

necessary for detemining tie points and geocoding the image. The image file contains the 

actual SLC data array. 

5.2.4 Specifying of the InSAR Product Option 

Next the desired InSAR products must be specified. A number of options are avail- 

able but the ones most comrnoniy used are the interferogram which displays the actual fnnge 

pattern; the height which displays the height across the m a  as compared with a reference 

point. and the coherence which displays the coherence across the selected region. 

5.2.5 Coregistration Analysis of the InSAR Data Pair 

Coregistration analysis is the step where the processing actudly begins. There are 

three main steps in coregistntion analysis. The first is to check the master and slave interferct 

metric data pair for spatial and spectral overlap Overlapping spatially simply means that both 

images cover the same area on the surface. Spectral overlap depends on the complex scene 

rcfiectivity mentioned in section 4.2.5. Coregistmtion analysis checks to make sure that these 



spectra are not too different. If either the prcentage of spatial or spectrai overlap falls below a 

certain level specified by the user, corrgistration win fail. 

The second step in coregistration analysis is to generate a set of bi-cubic spline coef- 

ficients for 

resampling the slave image 

removing the O at e h  phase (phase changes that are present over a Rat area on the 

surface) 

conversion of phase to height: (dh)/(dQ) 

conversion of slant range to height: (dR) / (dh )  . 

These parameten are calculated over an equally spaced grid of points on the ana of overlap 

between the rnaster and slave images. The pcedicted coregistration will be (r2 - r 1 )(r 1, t 1) and 

(t2 - t 1 )(rl ,  11) when (rl . t 1 )  and (r2,t2) are as shown in Figure 5.5. nie panmeters are cal- 

culated over a equally spaced grid of points on the area of overlap between the master and 

slave images. A typical grid is show in Figure 5.6a. This creates a rnaster point grid where 

each point is a tiepoint between the two images. 

The third step involved in coregistration analysis is coregistration refinement analy- 

sis which refines the coregistration bi-cubic spline parameters. To accomplish this a series of 

patches. centred on each tiepoint. are set up on the master and slave images. A cross-comla- 

tion of corresponding patches is camed out to detemine the fine coregistration to within a 

fraction of a pixel and resulting in one true tiepoint for each patch. To avoid phase e m  the 
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Figure 5.5 (rl . 11) are the nnge and azimuth coordinates in the master SAR image and (r2. 
R) are the range and azimuth coordinates in the slave SAR image (modified from 
EarthView, 1 996b). 



Slave SAR Image 

Figure 5.6 (top) Typical grid of points used to create tiepoints between the master and slave 
SAR images. A 6 x 6 grid is normally sufficieni. (botrom) A sample patch layout 
for the master and slave SAR images. Each patch is centred over a tiepoint and a 
cross-correlation of conesponding patches is carried out to determine the fine 
coregistration (modifieci from EatthVew, 1996b). 



coregistration must be accurate to about 114 of a pixel. A sample patch layout is shown in Fig- 

ure 5.6b. It is important to ensun that the= an many tiepoinis over cohennt a n a ~  so a pater 

numkr of patchcs is nomally used if then an large areas of low coherence. 

Occasionally there arirs a problern in which the orbit vector data is not very accu- 

rate and there is a large difference between the predicted and the refined image tiepoints. In 

this case the congistration nfinement may fail due to a insufficient number of tiepoints. There 

are two possible methods to deal with this. One method is to simply use a manual bias. The 

relationship ktween the master and slave images may resernble somcthing like Figure 5.7. 

The row and column coordinates for the same point on the surface may differ greatly ktween 

the two images. The bias cm be estimnted by viewing the master and slave images and 

recordhg the row and column positions for the same point in each of the images. The range 

b i s  is then (r2 - rl) and the azimuth bias is (r2 - rl) where (rl, t l )  = (col. row) in the master 

image and (r2.12) = (col. row) in the slave image. 

The second method is manual image tiepointing. If this option is used then the mas- 

ter and slave images will be displayed and the user can mark a series of control points across 

the images. Manual tiepointing is a labour intensive process since the user must attempt to 

locate the same pixel in each image. It cm take several houa to locate a numkr of tiepoints 

that are spread over the entire image. This option is rmly  needed since using a manual bias 

will normally be sufficient for comcting any orbit vector errors (EarthView. 1996b). 



Slave SAR Image 

Figure 5.7 Relationship between the master and slave SAR images when a manual bias is 
required. The row and column coordinates for the same point on the surface may 
be much different between both images. 



Up to this point the rnaster and slave images have been checked for spatial and spec- 

tral overlap and parameten have ken  generated for coregisdon. The next step is to cesam- 

ple the slave image and cocegister it with the rnaster image. The resampling is carried out in 

two passes, fint in the range direction and then in the azimuth direction. A (sinx)/x i n t e p  

lation kemel is used with a length of (2m + 1) where m is set by the user. The interpolation 

kemels are calculated for fractions of a pixel displacement. One sample interval is divided 

into 1/N subintervals when N is the precision value selected by the user. J5ch pixel in the 

slave image is matched with the comsponding pixel in the rnaster image so that the slave 

image is smtched and warped so that it fits as exactly as possible witb the mastet image. 
* 

5.3 Interferograms 

At this point the inteiferogram is ready to be generated. The interferogram is gener- 

ated by multiplying one complex data set by the cornplex conjugate of a second complex data 

set. This will give the phase difference between the two data sets. The ~sulting interfemgram 

is displayed as a senes of coloured fringes. Each cycle of fringes from red through blue will 

correspond to a change in elevation which depends on the altitude of the satellite, wavelength, 

baseline, and incidence angle. DEM's can created from interferograms in this manner once 

the phase has k e n  unwrapped. and if the topographie effect is removed, differential intcrfem- 



grams can be cnateci which will show surface displacement. Cohercnee levels will ane* the 

quality of interferopuns to a large degree. If the coherence is high thm will k possible to 

obtaui clear f'ringes and accurate elevations. If the cohennce is low then the interfemgram 

will be noisy and it will not be possible to obtain clear fringes and accurate elevations. 

Coregisiration of the master and slave images is a crucial step for InSAR. The two 

images must be coregistered pixel by pixel as accurately as possible to avoid any phase emrs 

which will affect the nsulting interferogram. If the coherence is low then accurate coregistm 

tion becomes even more important in order to reduce the anas of low coherence. In Chapter 6 

the rernaining piocessing steps will be described. The extemal DEM is  coregistered with the 

master SAR image in order to rernove the topographie effect and the interferogram is genet- 

ated. Phase unwrapping is then carried out, this is described in detaii in 6.3.4. and then the 

DEM is generated from the phase. After this the image is corrected for terrain effects and is  

geocoded. 



M A R  Applications 

- 

Chapter 5 detailed some of the data processing stcps such as the 

filtering of SLC Lra in order to remove speckle using the enhanced Frost 

- filter. Chapter 5 also discussed the data processing steps used by EarthVew 

Version 4.4.1 to coregister two SLC images so that each pixel in the slave 

image is matched with the corresponding pixel in the master image. In this 

chapter the remaining data processing steps required for generating differ- 

ential interferograms and DEM's will be fint discussed and then are fol- 

lowed by how they can be applied to earthquake related tectonics research. 



6.1 Earthquake Tectonic Applications 

SAR interfemmetry has been shown to be a valuable tool in quantitatively monitor- 

ing earthquake nlated surface changes (ie. Massonnet et. al., 1993. Peltzer & Rosen, 1995) 

because of its ability to detect centimetre scale ground displacement. Earthquake displace- 

ment is aaditionally detected using ground based geodaic techniques but these require an 

extensive survey network to be in place before an earthquake occua. Satellite data can be col- 

lected at regular intervals and thenfore can detect CO-seisrnic displacement without advance 

knowledge of the earthquake's location. In order to detect earthquake related surface changes 

however the topographic effect must be subtracted so that any fringes that are visible will k 

due strictly to ground displacement. If the topographic contribution is not subtracted the inter- 
- 

ferogram can k used to create highly accurate DEM's. This chapter will also discuss congis- 

tering an extemal DEM with the master SAR image in order to remove the topographic effect, 

and also other important steps such as phase unwnpping. 

6.2 Data Processing 

6.2.1 Coregister Extemal DEM to Master SAR Image 

This is the only step that is performed for differentiai intederometry which is not 

required for generating a DEM. Ii is one of the most important steps for differentiai interfer- 



ornetiy. In this step the e x t e d  DEM is pixel-by-pixel coregistered with the master SAR 

image in order to remove the topographie efic*. The DEM must be resampleâ. saetched. and 

warped to have the same layover and foreshortenhg effccts as the master SAR image. Figure 

6.1 shows an example of how the master SAR image and the DEM may appear and the DEM 

has to be coregistered to the master image. 

There are three ways to mate differential interferograms: 

1. Two-pass differential interfemrnetry. Two SLC images are used to mate an 

interferogram. and a geocaded DEM from an extemai soum. Le. a digitized 

map. is used to remove the topognphic contribution. 

2. Three-pass differential interferometry. This method requires a set of three SLC 
- 

images. Image 1 is acquired at an eulier date than image 2 which is acquind at 

an eariier date than image 3. Image 1 and image 2 are used to creatc a DEM, 

then image 1 and 3 are used to cnate a difienmial interferogram using the 

DEM from image 1 and 2. The resulting differential interferognm will show 

ground displacement between the times image 2 and image 3 were acquired. In 

this case the DEM does not need to be geocoded. 

3. Four-pass differential interferometry. Two SLC images are used to create a geo- 

coded DEM. A diffemtial interferogram is then created using two other SLC 

images and the geocoded DEM. 



Figure 6.1 Relationship between the master SAR image in slant range/azimuth coordinates 
and the geocoded DEM. The DEM must be stretched and warped to fit as exactly 
as possible over the master SAR image (modified h m  EanhView, 19%b). 



The foUowing description applies to the twepass and four-pass diffemtiai inteder- 

ornetry cases. nie input extemal DEM will be in geocoded format where the georeferencing 

is in the appropriate input data format. Before the coregistration fan take place the user must 

mark a bias tiepoint between the master SAR image and the DEM. This can be difficult if 

there are no features that are clearly displayed in both the master and the DEM. The cortgis- 

tration step uses only latitude and longitude information to coregister the extemai DEM to the 

master SAR image. Then are often significant enoa in the georeferencing of the SAR imag- 

ery and so it is necessary to do a fine coregistmtion of the extemal DEM to the master SAR 

image. To do this, a synthetic SAR image is created in slant rangehimuth coordinates which 

cm be used to corrgister the DEM with the master SAR image. The user selects tiepoints 

between the rnaster SAR image and the synthetic SAR image or the DEM. This cm aiso be a 

difficult task if there are no easily recognizable features between the master SAR image and 

the synthetic SAR image. Often more than one attempt is necessary to try and coregister the 

DEM with the master SAR image. The registration must be done as accurately as possible in 

order to remove as much of the topognphic effect as possible. 

After the topographic effect has been removed it is possible that there may still be 

some residual topognphic information left in the interferopm. This is possible for the two-. 

three-. and four-pas differential interferometry cases. The midual topognphic information 

may be due to errors in the coregistration of the DEM to the master, or erron in the badine 

modelling which resulted in a slightly incorrect (dli)/(dtp) relationship. Then may be some 

residual flat Ear<h phase that needs to be removed. Flat Eaith phase cm be observeci in areas 



that are known to be Rat but contain mgular fnnge patterns. This can be rcmovcd by using the 

Residwl Pluce Comction tooi. k a s  dominateû by Rat Eanh phase are marktd and the 

phase gradient is  calculatcd and subtracted. The Differtntial Phase Correction tool is then 

used to adjust the perpendicular baseline and observe the effect of the topognphic phase 

removal (EarthView, 1 996b). 

6.2.2 Generate and Filter the Interferograrn 

Due to the complex scene reflectivity the= will be some spectral misalignment 

benveen the two images. in the range direction. the shift of the frequency bands caused by the 

cornplex scene reflectivity will cause what is known as baseline decomlation. If the baseline 

does net exceed the maximum allowed bûseline for the paiticular platfonn. adaptive bandpass 

filtering cm be carried out in the range direction to remove the baseline decorrelation eftect. 

This will result in identicai frequency bands for the ground reflectivity spectrum (Vachon et. 

al., 1995). 

There is a sirnilar situation in the azimuth direction in the case of non-parallel orbit 

trajectories. Typicdly the muter and slave images will be acquired with diffennt antenna 

viewing angles and the images will be pmcessed independently using their specific Doppler 

centroid frequencies. Therefore spectnl rnisalignment in the azimuth direction will nsult. If 

the diffennce in Doppler centroid frequencies is not too large this decorrelation contribution 



can be comcted by bandpass filtering the complex image pair using a procedure similar to that 

carried out for the range direction (Vachon et. al., 1995). 

6.23 Enhancement of Interfemgram Phase 

The main functions of enhancing the interferogram phase are to: 

calculate a phase coherence map. 

enhance the interferognm phase in preparation for the phase unwrapping. 

generate an unwrapping control mask (UCM), and 

apply a data nduction. 

- 
In the "enhance interferogram phase" step an averaging window is passed over the 

selected ponions of the master and slave SAR images. The data is subsampled. nonnally only 

in azimuth. to result in neariy square ground range pixels. This will result in an aspect ratio. k. 

in aimuth. The coherence, enhanced interferogram, and UCM will be calculated on the new 

grid. The total number of pixels in the averaging window will be r in range and r & in azi- 

muth where r is specified by the user and k is the aspect ratio. For low coherence interfero- 

gnms a large value of r ( r  'Z 100) is needed to get accurate values for the coherence and to 

distinguish between areas of noise and very low coherence. 

The averaging window is odaptively expanded or contracted depending on the local 

estimate of the phase standard deviation. This controls the phase residue density by keeping it 



constant and independent of the phase coherence level. The maximum and minimum window 

filter size is specified by the user with a larger window size king used for low coherence inter- 

ferograms. A Gaussian window weighting is also applied to the filter window. The window 

weights are e -<czr"cw"u where x is the distance from the centre of the window and Nr is the 

specifieâ window size. 

Phase Unwrapping 

Phase unwrapping is one of the most important steps in obtaining r DEM from an 

interferopm. The topography is directly related to the phase however the phase is only ma-  

sured modulo 2n. The phase diagram. Figure 61a, illustrates what is meant by this. If one 
- 

moves counterclockwise from the origin O to the labelled point you have moved a distance of 

n/2. However one could continue moving around the circle for a distance of (5x)/2 and end 

up back at the same point. One c m  continue this for (9n)/2, etc.. i.e. the phase keeps wrap- 

ping around on itself. To calculate the elevation of each point in an image the correct number 

of phase cycles must be added to each phase measunment. i.e. the phase must be unwrapped. 

This correction cm also be considered in a numerical sense by looking at the one- 

dimensionai sequence of phases in Figure 6.2b. It is clear that one cycle should be added to 

the last three entnes in order io eliminate the discontinuity. This is the essence of phase 

unwrapping. For interferornetry the phase unwnpping must be camed out in two dimensions 

but the basic idea is the same. 



Figure 6 2  (a) Gnphical repcesentation of the phase wrapping around on itself. Sianing at 
the origin O and moving counter-clockwise, moving by n/2 ,  (5x) /2 .  (9n ) /2 .  
etc. will always return you to the sarne point. i.e. the phase keeps wrapping around 
on itself. (b) A one-dimensional sequence of phases. One cycle should k added 
to the 1s t  t h m  entries to eliminate the discontinuity 



A numkr of phase unwrapping algonthms have ken pmposed and can bc b d l y  

categorized into inteption methods i.e. branch-and-cut method. and Least-Squares (LS) 

techniques (Just et. al.. 1995). Simple integration would give the absolute phase distribution 

except for the presence of noise and phase jumps of more than h in the interferometric sig- 

nal. These jumps introduce phase inconsistencies which result in absolute phase values which 

are dependent on the integration path. One method of deaiing with these phase inconsistencies 

or nsidues is to mark them and try to integrate properly around. but not enclosing. them. This 

is the standard phase unwrapping technique introduced by Goldstein et. al.. (1988) (Just et. al.. 

1995). 

The LS appmrh to phase unwrapping obtains an unwrappcd solution by minimiz- 

ing the-diffennces between the discrete partial derivatives of the wrapped phase data and the 

discrete partial derivatives of the unwnpped solution (Pria. 1995). In other words, phase val- 

ues that are known to be compted due to Iayover, speckle, temporal decorrelation. etc.. arc 

given a weight of zero so they do not affect the phase unwrapping. A LS solution using the 

Poisson equation is used to unwrap the phase (Pritt, 1995). 

The main purpose of the unwnp interferognrn phase stage is to phase unwrap the 

enhnnced interferognrn using the UCM generated in the "enhance interftrograrn phase" sep. 

The phase unwrapping algonthm used in EanhView minimizes the length of phase discontinu- 

ities in the unwrapped phase image which will rninimize the seventy of unwrapping errors. 

The algorithm used is referred to as the Iterative Disk Masking phase unwrapping algorithm. 



This method applies circular or elliptical disks centred on phase &dues (dis~ntinuities) and 

pixels of low cohennce. A number of phase unwrapping cycles are perfomwd in which the 

disks arc enlarged in the first cycle until no phase unwrapping discontinuities are detccted. In 

the sefond and subsquent cycles the size of the disk rnasks an reduced according to specified 

parameters. The disks are iteratively shnink until the minimum disk radius as specified by the 

user is reached. 

The image is divided into a number of tiles and each tile is unwrapped separately 

within a cycle. This is an advantage since if the entire image was unwrapped at once, then one 

locaiized area which required large unwrapping disks would cause the entin image to have 

large disks dunng the first cycle. 1t is aiso more efficient for dealing with large images. The 

user sets a starting and final coherence threshold such that if a pixel is below the threshold it is 

masked by a disk of a radius specified by the user. When a low coherence pixel is masked by 

a disk. the disk's radius is enlarged by an arnount specified by the user for each unwrapping 

cycle. The disk is enlarged uniil no phase unwrapping emrs are found. nie disk masks arc 

then shnink down by a user specified amount for each unwrapping cycle until the minimum 

radius is reached, after which the disk masks remain constant in size (ExthView, 1996b). 

Phase Unwrapping Tool 

EarthView allows a manuai interaction with the unwrapping conml mask to allow 

the re-unwrapping of image subsections. This allows the user to analyze the quality of the 

unwrapping nsult and cepair it if necessary. Emneous discontinuities might occur, panicu- 



lady in low coherent interfemgiams or in mùuntainous terrain. This is especially important 

for RADARSH and ERS-1 images over the Nahanni region as well as for ERS-l/ERS-2 

images which are not tandem mode images. However, if a large number of discontinuities are 

present it is likely that the coherence is very low and high quality nsults will be difficult, if not 

impossible, to obtain. The time required to carry out the phase unmapping procedm wül 

depend on the size of the image, the satellite type, and the number of discontinuities pnsent. 

RADARSAT images take a significantly longer to phase unwrap than ERS images. This is due 

to the larger incidence angle that RADARSAT uses (B. Armour. per. comm.). ERS images 

nomially nquire several houn to phase unwrap while RADARSAT images can take up to 2-3 

days. 

6.25 DEM from Interlemgram Phase 

The final step for the slant range projection is to generate a DEM from the interfem 

gram phase. In this step the phase values are mapped to height values. The phase unwrapping 

algorithm interpolates over small areas of low cohennce so that the interpolated phase mas 

are also mapped to height. The user riects a cohennce threshold and values either abow or 

below the threshold are mapped to heigbt. N o d y  the cohennce threshold is set to O and al1 

phase values above the cohennce thnshold are used. The height and height change are caicu- 

lated in metres. 



6.2.6 Terrain Correction 

In this stage foreshortenhg and layover effects are corrected. however the image is 

stii l  in slant nuige/azirnuth coordinates. Layover effects an comcted by sweeping up and 

down the slant range duection and detecting areas of repeating slant range values. These are 

marked in the mask image. The calculations use the local height of each pixel as obtained 

€mm the DEM image. Foreshoctening effects can be compsated for by spreading data cepce- 

senthg the mountaias facing side into more pixels and compacting retums from the back face 

into fewer pixels. 

6.2.7 Geocoding of InSAR Results 

The final stage in generating diffenntial XnSAR products and DEM's is to geocode 

the InSAR results. The user has a choice of a number of different map projections which 

include latitudedlongitude (default), stenographic, U P S ,  LCC. transverse mercator. and UTM. 

The latitude and longitude for the terrain comted image is calculated using orbitleuth geom- 

etry. Thenfore the georefe~ncing of the final image product will be only as good as the gea- 

referencing of the input image data. The data are nonnally cesampled using a Linear 

interpolation b e l  function although othr higher order polynomials can be used as weil as a 

cubic spline. The final geocoded product is oriented sa that north is straight q to the top of 

the monitor or page. 



63 An Alternative Approach: DEM9s From 

Stereo Iinage Pairs 

Computing DPll's fiom phase unmapped interferograms is a new approach which 

is still king developed. At this point. it will be insinictional to review the traditional rnethod 

of obtaining DEM's fmm steno image pairs. In the stereo image pair method both optical 

image data as well as high cesolution SAR data can be used. Stereo image pairs requins two 

airphotos of the sarne area on the ground taken at slightly diffecent viewing angles. The d a -  

tive positions of feaaires lying closer to the carnera (at higher elevation) will change more 

ktween ther two views than the positions of feanins farther fmm the camera (at lower eleva- 

tion). This change in relative position is referred to as parallax at can be used to determine 

object heights and tenain elevations (Laesand & Kiefer, 1994). 

DEM's are created from airphotos using an instrument called an orthoscope which 

consists of two projectors. %O airphotos are loaded in and are aâjusted in their position and 

anplar orientation to duplicate the exact relative positions and orientation of the aerial camera 

at the instants the two photos wen acquired. The stem mode1 is projected onto a iracing table 

with contains a Roating mark whose elevation cm be adjusted and is nlated to terrain eleva- 

tions. The orthophotos alone do not convey topographic information however. They are used 

as base rnaps for contour lhe overlays prepared separately. When the contour information is 

overprintcd on the orthophoto a topographic orthophoto is created. This e n h  pracss can be 

carried out digitaily in order to create DEM's &illesand & Kiefer, 1994). 



Phase unwrapping is stiii an a r a  of ongoing research. Many phose unwrapping 

algonthms have k e n  proposed and are king ~fined and the= will no doubt be new algo- 

rithms developed in the hiture. This is an important research ana for M A R  since shadow 

zones, areas of Iayover. and Iow coherence regions will cause discontinuiiies which will create 

problems for phase unwrapping. Roper phase unwrapping is vital for crcating accmte 

DEM's and for monitoring surface deformation. Because of these problems, cornputhg 

DEM's from the interferograrn phase image requires further cesearch and development ttfore 

it can k as robust as the stereo image pair methods. 



CHAPTER 7 Discussion 

7.1 General Description 

Figure 7.1 shows a RADARSAT image of the North Nabanni 

River a m  acquind on Nb.  19, 1998. This image gives a good overall view 

of the study ana showing al1 of the major features. It has been geocomted 

so that nocth is pointhg up towards the top of the page. From a SAR image 

it is generally not possible to detemine the species of vegetation cover but 

the major structural feahins stand out very well. The study ana can be 

basically divided into two sections by the North Nahanni River. The eastern 

half of the image consists of tbe Great Slave Plain which is nlatiwly flat 

with no signifiant topogcaphic featms. The western haif of the image 
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Flgun 7.1 RADARSAT image of the North Nahanni River ana acquid on Feb. 19. 1998. 
Some of the major feanins aie indicated on the image. 



contains the Iverson Range and the Nahanni Plateau. Here the elevations are much higher than 

in the eastem haif of the image and the terrain is much more ruggeâ. The Mackenzie Moun- 

tains are located to the West of the Iverson Range just off of the edge of the image. The nvers 

in the area generaily flow in a noah-south or east-west direction. 

7.2 DEM Cornparison 

DEM'S from three diffennt sources were compared with a 150 000 map of the 

North Nahanni River area. The th= DEM's used were: a DEM provided by Geornatics Can- 

ada (shown in figure 7.2); a DEM cnated from a pair of RADARSAT images acquind on 

Feb. 19,1998 and Mar. 15,1998 (the rnaster SAR image is shown in Fipre 7.3, the cohennce 

image in Fipre 7.4, the DEM in Figure 7.5. and the interfingram in Fipre 7.6); and a DEM 

created h m  a pair of ERS4 images acquirad on Aug. 12,1991 and Aug. 15,1991 (the rnaster 

SAR image is shown in Figure 7.7, the coherence image in F i p n  7.8. the DEM in Figure 7.9. 

and the interferogram in Figure 7.10). ERS4 images have a range resolution of 20 m and a 

azimuth nsolution of 30 m which means that the ERS4 images may appear to k stretched 

somwhat in the azimuth direction cornpareci with the range direction. 

The coherence images show that the ERS-1 image pair has excellent coherence 

across the enth image. The Rat regions in the eastem part of the image have coherence levels 

around 0.8, on a scale of 0.1, while the mountainous regions have coherence levels amund 0.6 

with localizeâ areas having much higher coherence values. The few regions with low cokr- 
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Figura 7.2 DEM provideci by Geomatics Canada. Coordinates of the uppr kft and lower 
right corners am shown. 



Figure 73  Master SAR image for the Feb. 19/Mar. 15,1998 RADARSN image pair. Coor- 
dinates for the upper Ieft and Iowa right cornus are shown. 
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Figure 7.4 Coheience image for the Feb. 19Mar. 15,1998 RADARSKI' image pair. 



Flgut >EM created h m  the Feb. 19Mar. 15,1998 RADARSAT image pair. 



Flgu n 7.6 Interfmgram created from the Feb. 19/Mar. 15,1998 RADARSM image pair. 



Figura 7.7 Geocoded master SAR image fot the Aug. 12IAug. 15,1991 E R S I  image pair. 
Coordinates for the upper right and lower leh corners are shown. 



Figun 7 8  Cohennce image for the Aug. 1ZIAug. 15,1991 ERS-1 image pair. 
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Figun 7.9 DEM cnated h m  the Aug. 1-g. 15,1991 ERS4 image pair. 



Figura 7.10 Interferogram creaîed from the Aug. tZ/Aug. 15,1991 ERS4 image pair. 



ence levels, around 0.2, are lakes, rivers, and swamps or rnarshes. These anag have cohenoa 

levels around 0.15. n i e  RADARSM image pair has good coherence in some anas and poor 

coherence in others. The Rat regions in the eastern and south-central parts of the image have 

coherence levels mund 0.4 - 0.5. The coherence in the mountainous regions is paxticularly 

low for the RADARSN pair. In the mountahous regions the coherence levels f d  to amund 

0.1 or lower. The high coherence ana in the northeastem part of the image is the North Nab- 

anni River. Nonnally water exhibits Iow coherence but since the images were acquired in the 

winter tbe river would have been frozen which would account for the higher coherence levels. 

RADARSAT does not have a onbod global positionhg system (GPS) and consequently the 

orbit detcnnination is poor. The only times that its position is known precisely is during the 

orbit boosting periods and this is when images for interfemmiry studies must be ordend. 

Therefore images have to often times k acquind during penods when then is a rnuch greater 

chance for temporal decomlation. 

As was mentioned in section 4.2.3 each phase fringe in the interferogram repcescnts 

a relative change in elevation which depends on the wavelength, altitude, incidence angle, and 

baseüne. Table 7.1 shows the change in elevation ecm each fringe, calcuiated using Qua- 

tion 4.12, for the RADARSAT and the ERS-1 image pairs. For the RADARSAT pair one 

f i g e  (change in phase h m  O to Zn) equals a 19 m change in elevation. for tbe ERS4 pair 

one fringe is quai to a change in elevation of 190 m. The RADARSAT interfemgram bas 

good f i g e s  in the regions bat comspond to regions of good cohercnce but in the mauntain- 



làble 7.1 Table showing the relative change in elevation that one fMge corresponds to for the 
RADARSN and ERS4 image pairs. 

Plritlonn 

RADARSAT 

ERS- t 

Repeat 
Period 
(&Y@ 

24 

3 

AitiMe 
(km) 

798 

785 

Pcrp. 
Baseiinc 

(ml 
799.8 

46.0 

Incidence 
Angle 

42.4' 

23.4' 

Wavdengtb 

5.6 

5.6 

Changein 
Elevation 

(ml 
19 

190 



ous regions the interferogram is extremely noisy. The ERS-1 interfemgram has good fringes 

m s s  the entire inte~emgram. 

It is readily apparent fkom Figures 7.7 and 7.9 that a portion of the western part of 

the ERS-1 image and DEM are missing. F i p  7.1 1 shows a visual repnsentation of the asso- 

ciated mie slant rangehimuth range values for the ERS-1 images. Rn is a fixed value and is 

the slant range distance from the first pixel in the image to the satellite antema. If a height ref- 

erence value is added e.g. + 2 0 0  m. then the whole generatd DEM in hue slant range space is 

rffectkely shifted up by 2000 metres if the original height nfennce was O m. 'Ibis means that 

the image pixels mode to srnaller slant range positions because the positions of the pixels are 

now closer to the satellite. Since the Atlantis InSAR package does not allow for a change in 

slant range offset Rn. the portion of the image, as well as the DEM. interferogram, etc., that 

should k at ranges small than Rn are lost (B. Armour, 1998, per. comrn.). The same effect 

can also be seen dong the eastem edge of the RADARSAT cesults although the probkm is 

much less severe. This may be due to the Iarger incidence angle of the RADARSAT system 

compared with the ERS-1 system. The ERS-1 system with its smaller incidence angle, also 

bas some problems with layover and foreshoctening effects in the mountainous regions. There 

were more problems with the phase unwrapping which accounts for the somewhat noisy 

appeanuice of the mountainous cegions. RADARSAT did not have any sipificant problems 

with layover and fomshoriening effects in the mountainous terrain. 



Figure 7.11 Visual repwentation of the associated mie slaot rangelazimuth range values. 



To analyze the quality of the DEM's two daennt methods, which are discussed in 

Zebker et. al. (1994). were used. The first method was to choose several control points fmm 

the DEM's and 150 000 topographie maps and cornpan the elevations and latitudes and lon- 

gitudes of those points. The locations of the control points are shown in the master SAR 

image, DEM, and coherence image for the RADARSAT and ERS-1 image pairs. The results 

are shown in Table 7.2. The accuracy of this rnethod is somewhat lUniud since it is d i cu l t  to 

find the same point in both the DEM's and the 150 000 maps. 

The elevations fiom the map are approximately estimated by using interpolation 

between the LOO ft contours on the map. Therefore the elevation values taken h m  the rnap 

wiil not be very accurate. As a nsult it is not possible to mach any firm conclusions on the 

bais of these results. It is appmnt however that the RADARSAT D E '  is not accurate at al1 

in the mountainous cegions. The coherence for the RADARSAT images is much lower than 

for the ERS4 images, particularly in the mountainous regions as can be seen by comparing 

Figures 7.3-7.6 with Figures 7.7-7.10. The low cohennce areas should be maslted out because 

the phase is not sufficientiy comlated to pmduce accurate fringes. To nduce the amount of 

rnasked out area in the DEM, these areas wen interpolated ovet. However. since the areas of 

higher coherence on either side of the mountainous regions are much latter and lower in ele- 

vation, the interpolation is not very accurate. As a nsult the mountainous cegions are inter- 

preted to much lower than they really are. 

The c o m ~ s o n  method is useful however for deteminhg the accuracy of the Iati- 

tuddongitude coordinates for the six sites. In Table 7.3 the latitude and longitude coordinates 



1 1 Geomatics DEM 1 RADARSAT 1 
Longitude 

MAP 
Elevation 

(ml 

Ilible 7.2 Latitude, longitude, and elevation values for the control points from the Geomatics 
D M ,  RADARSN DEM, ERS4 D M ,  and a 150 000 map. The site numbers 
correspond to those in Figure 7.3. 



1 1 CCaiuticsDEM 1 RADARSATDEM 1 ERS1 DEM 1 
1 sis ( 6 Latitude ( 6 Longitude ( 6 Latitude ( 8 Longitude ( 6 Latitude ( 8 Longitude 1 

nble  7.3 Latitude and longitude diffecencts between each of the DEM's and the 1250 000 
map. 6 is the absolute value of the dinerence. 



for each of the DEM's is cornpanxi with the latitude and longitude frorn the 150 000 maps. 6 

is simply the absolute value of the ciifference betwan the latitudes and longitudes. The 6 Iat- 

itude values are generally below 0.ûûS0 and the 6 longitude values are generally below O.O1° 

which comspond to emrs of around 500 m. This means that the latitude and longitude posi- 

tions of each of the points is accurate to around 500 m. Considering that the pixel resolution is 

on the order of 20 x 20 m2 and that it is generalty not possible to be more accurate than a few 

pixels in picking a certain point on the DEM, this accuracy is quite good. Aiso on a map it is 

difficult to precisely measun the latitude and longitude of a particular point. The P L  Topo- 

graphie S& O P S A R )  satellite has a accuracy of 50 - IO0 m so the results obtained in this 

study is within an acceptable limit. 

The second method used to compare the DEM's was to compute the statistical 

emrs bas4 on examination of points in flat areas to ascertain whether al1 the chosen points 

have the sarne elevation. This method only works for determinhg the elevation accuracy and 

not the latinidellongitude accuracy of the DEM's. In this case!, thne flat areas wen chosen in 

the RADARSKI' and ERS-I DEM's and a number of points were chosen within those mas. 

The areas were a lake located in the southeastem part of the study ana, dong the top of the 

Iverson Range where the elevations an fairly constant, and dong the North Nahanni River. 

The nns emrs were then calculated to see how closely the elevations remained to a constant 

value. Table 7.4 shows the results of the rrns cakulations. 



1 1 Lake 1 Ivema Range / North Nahanni River ( 

Mie 7.4 rms erron for the three flat areas chosen in the RADARSAT and ERS4 images. 



It would be expected that the area where the elevations wouid be the closest to being 

constant would be lake. The rrns e m r  for the RADARSN DEM for the lake was 2.606 m and 

for the ERS-1 DEM it was 5.090 m. The cohennce amund the lake was approxirnately 0.33 

for the RADARSAT images and 0.20 for the ERS-1 images. Zebker et. al., (1994) note that a 

cohennce of 0.25 corresponds to a 7.5 m height enor for ERS4 images so the mis enor 

obtained for the lake is comparable to what would be expected or betîer. 

For the points chosen dong the Iverson Range the ERS-1 DEM has alrnost the same 

rms enor (5.169 m) as for the lake althovgh the coherence is much higher (0.92). Zebker et. 

al. (1994) also note that areas with higher elevations tend to show a greater degree of height 

error which may account for this result. The m i s  enor for the RADARSAT DEM is however 

rnuch larger, 17.48 1 m. The much larger mis e m r  for the RADARSAT DEM over the Iverson 

Range is most Iikely due to the cohennce level king only 0.09 and the interpolation problem 

discussed above. Therefore elevations along the Iverson Range in the RADARSAT DEM are 

most likely not very accurate. For the third case, along the North Nahanni River, the RADAR- 

SAT DEM has a rms error of 2.887 m and a coherence level of 0.65. The ERS-1 DEM has a 

mis emr of 3.259 m and a coherence level of 0.32. With the exception of the points in the 

RADARSAT DEM along the Iverson Range, the errors agree well with those of Zebker et. al.. 

(1994) which wen determined using ERS4 images. These results show ihat it is possible to 

create topographie maps with e m a  of 5 m mis h m  interferomeaic data collecteci by ERS-1 

or RADARSAT if the coherence is high enough. This ability would k especially useful in 



areas such as the North Nahanni River area where there is Little or no topographic information 

available. 

7.3 Differential Interferograms 

In this thesis both two-pass diffenntial interfemmetry using ERS-land RADAR- 

SAT imagery, and three-pass differential inteiferometry using ERS-1 imagery was carcied out 

in order to detect surface displacement. n ien  was also ERS-IR tandem mode imagery, 

acquired on Jan. 08, 1996 and Jan. 09, 1996, available which could have ken  used for twtt 

pass differential interferornetry. It was decided to use only ERS-1 data in order to better com- 

pare the two-pass and three-pas nsults. The spatial gale of surface deformation that it 

should be possible to masure is on the order of several centirnetres. 

7.3.1 Ttvo-pass Differential M A R  

%O-pass differential interferometry was donc using both ERS-1 and RADARSKI' 

imagery. The ERS-1 images wen acquired in Iate summer on Aug. 12, 1991 and Aug. 15, 

1991 and the RADARSAT images were acquired in late winter on Feb. 19, 1998 and Mar. 15, 

1998. To remove the topographic contribution a geocoded DEM provided by Geomatics Can- 

ada Cena  for Topographie Information was used. The DEM is based on Nationai Topo- 

graphie System (NT'S) maps at a scde of 1250 000. This is the same DEM used in the 



cornparison in section 7.2 and shown in Figure 7.2. To CO-register the DEM with the master 

SAR image a bias tiepoint must be marked on both as described in 5.2.7. Then a series of tie- 

points must be rlected across the master SAR image and the synthetic SAR image using the 

pmcedun which was also described in 5.2.7. The bias tiepoint coordinates and CO-registraiion 

tiepoints used for the ERS4 calculation are listed in Table 7.5. and for the RADARSAT calcu- 

latioa they are tisted in Table 7.6. 

The geocoded rnaster SAR image for the Aug. 12, 1991 ERS4 image is shown in 

Figure 7.12. The SAR image covered a larger surface area than the DEM so only a portion of 

the SAR image was used. The coordinates for the upper left and lower right corners are shown 

on the figure. The Iverson Range and the North Nahanni River an indicated on the image and 

the Iverson thnist fault nins dong the east side of the Iverson Range. The western edge of the 

image shows the probkm caused by a change in slant range distance as is discussed in Section 

7.2. Figure 7.13 shows the coherence image obtained for the ERS- 1 image pair, bright regions 

are areas of high coherence and dark regions are areas of low coherence. The ERS4 pair bas 

excellent coherence, > 0.8 in the flat regions and > 0.6 in the mountainous cegions. across the 

entire area with only srnail, localized regions of lower coherence. The low coherence areas are 

lakes, rivers, and swamps or marshes and these have coherence levels of amund 0.2. 

Figure 7.14 shows the differential interterogram created from the ERS-1 pair and 

using fhe &ornatics Canada DEM to subeaa the topographie contribution. Most of the topo- 



Trbk 7 5  Row and column coordinates for the bias point and tiepoints used to congister the 
Aug. 12, 1991 ERS4 master SAR image with the Geomatics DEM. The fint 
point listed is the bias point and the remaining points are the tiepoints. 
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' M i e  7.6 Row and column coordinates for the bias point and tiepoints used to coregister the 
Feb. 19, 1998 RADARSAT master SAR image with the Geomatics DEM. The 
fint point îisted is the bias point and the nmaining points an the tiepoints. 
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Figure 7.12 Geocoded master SAR image for the Aug. IZAug. 15,1991 ERS1 image pair. 
Coordinates for the upper right and lower leh corners are shown. 



Figure 7.13 Cohemnce image for the Aug. IZIAug. 15,1991 ERS4 image pair. 



Flgun 7.14 Difïerential interfmgram for the Aug. 12/Aug. 15, 1991 ERS4 image pair 
using the Geomatics DEM to remove the topogrppbic contribution. 



graphic effe* has been nmoved fmm tbe intenemgmm however there are stül some residual 

Fringes lefk The Rat anas in the eastern put of the interfemgram have a lower concentration 

of friages than in the mountainous ana in the western part. Ws is most W l y  due to the flat 

areas have a lower concentration of friages befon the topographie e f f ~  was nmoved. The 

residuai ninges an mostly Wly caused by the Geomatics DEM and the DEM created from 

the ERS-1 pair not matchmg exactly. 

If the friages were due to some type of surface defonnation we would expect to see 

a concentrated hinge pattern uistead of the random pattern that is pesent. However. ideally it 

would be expected that if there was no surface defonnation then would be just a constant 

phase across the entin interfemgrarn. No large earthquakes an known to have o c c u d  over 

the time priods that the images wem acquiced. It is possible that if a large earthquake had 

occumd between the time periods that the two images were acquired that enough of the topo- 

gmphic effect may have been subtracted to make detection of the surface displacement possi- 

ble. Meyer et. al., 19% tnapped surfaoe displacements of > 50 cm caused by a Ms 6.6 n a d  

earthquakc in northem Greecc while still having some residud fnnges in the interfemgrams. 

In the Nahanni region the amount of displacement due to a large earthquake is I k l y  compara- 

ble to pnvious studies so it should be possible to detect gmund displacement. nie residud 

fringe pattem may d e  it difficult though to accurately determine the amount of ground dis- 

placement. 



RADARSAT Resdts 

The geocoded master SAR image for the Feb. 19, 1998 RADARSAT image is 

show in Figure 7.15. As was the case with the ERS-1 image. the RADARSAT image covered 

a larger surface ana ihan the DEM so only a portion of the SAR image was use& nie  coordi- 

nates for the upper left and lower right corners are show on the f gure. The Iverson Range 

and the North Nahanni River an indicated on the image. 

Fipre 7.16 shows the coherence image obtained for the RADARSAT image pair. 

bright areas are areas of high coherence and dark areas are m a s  of low coherence. The coher- 

ence of the RADARSAT pair is much lower than for the ERS-1 pair with about equal areas of 

high and low coherence. The flat ngions have coherence levels around 0.4 - 0.5 and the 

mountainous regions have coherence levels as low as 0.1. This was expected since the images 

wen acquired in the winter and 24 days apart. However the coherence is stiii higher than was 

expected with some regions showing cohennce as high as the ERS4 pair. The ana dong the 

North Nahanni River has coherence levels of around 0.8 while some areas dong the western 

edge have coherence levels around 0.6. This indicates that usehl interferometry nsults are 

possible from RADARSAT imagery acquind in northem regions even when the images are 

acquired in the winter. 

Figure 7.17 shows the diffenntial interfemgtam created h m  the RADARSAT 

image pair using the Geomatics DEM to subtract the topographie contribution. Removing the 

topographic contribution can sometimes improve the coherence (B. AniH,w. 1998. per. 



Figure 7.15 Geocoded master SAR image for the Feb. 19IMar. 15.1998 RADARSAT image 
pair. Coordinates for the upper nght and lower left corners are shown. 



Figun 7.16 Cohcmnce image for the Feb. I9/Mar. 15,1998 RADARSM image pair. 



Figura 7.17 entiai interferogram for tbe Feb. 19Mar. 15,1998 R A D M  
the Geomatics DEM to remove the topogrppbic contributio 

3% 

imi 



corn.) but it does aot appear to have helped significmtly in this situation. The black regions 

are aress that were masked out because the coherence was too low. The minimum coherence 

was set at O. 1. The interferograrn contains quite a bit of noise, psriicularly in the mauitainous 

regions in the western half of the interferopun, and a few fringes in the Rat regions in the 

eastem half. Li the low coherence regions the cohennce is not high enough to genecate coher- 

ent fringe patterns. This is why fnnges are only obsewed in the high cohennce ngions. As 

was the case witb the ERS-1 results, this is due to the Geomatics DEM and the DEM crcated 

from the RADARSAT pair not matchhg exactly. The low cohennce in the RADARSAT pair 

is ükely the cause of this problem. Wtth ktter cohennce it is possible that nsults would have 

k e n  similar to those obtained for the ERS-1 images. 

Thne-pass differential interfemmetry requires three SLC images where coherence 

is maintained over the time span in which ali three images are acquired. For this thesis the 

images uwd were ERS-1 SLC images quired on Aug. 12,1991. Aug. 15,1991, and Sep. 05, 

1991. It was anticipated that shce this period was in was late summerlearly fa11 that the= 

would be good coherence over this time span. To mate the three-pass differentid interfero- 

gram, the images acquired on Aug. 12 and Aug. 15 were used to create a DEM in slant range/ 

azimuth cootdinates. This is the same DEM that was used in 7.2 for the DEM cornparison. A 

differential interferogram was then created h m  die Aug. 12 and Sep. 05 pair, using the DEM 

created h m  the Aug. WAug. 15 pair to remove the topographie contribution. This pmcedure 



will have the effect of showbg any ground displacement that occumd between Aug. 15 and 

Sep. 05 since any ground displacemat that may have occurred between Aug. 12 and Aug. 15 

will be cancelled out. 

The master SAR h g e ,  cohennce image, DEM, and interfemgram for the Aug. 

1UAug. 15,1991 image pair, can be seen in Figures 7.7-7.10. These have ken  discussed pn- 

viously in 7.2. The coherence image for the Aug. 12iSep. 05. 1991 differential image pair is 

shown in Figure 7.18. The coherence for this pair is significantly lower than for the Aug. 121 

Aug. 15, 199 1 image pair. Spica! cohennce levels an near 0.1 with some isolated areas in 

the mountainous regions with cohennce levels up to O.S. The images were acquired 24 days 

apart during the late su- and early f d  which wifl result in a much higher pmbability for 

temporal decorrelation. There most lie$ was sipificant changes in vegetation cover 

between the dates that the images were acquired i.e. leaves fding off trees. and grasses and 

other surface vegetation dying as winter approaches. The North Nahanni River and other nv- 

ers in the ana have fairly high cohennce which rnight be expecteâ if the poor coherence is 

caused by vegetation changes. The higher cohennce levels in the mountainous regions would 

Iikely due to these areas king above the tree üne. 

nie  differential interferogram for the Aug. 1 ZISep. 05, 199 1 image pair is shown in 

Figure 7.19. As a result of the low coherence ktween the two images there is not much usehl 

infocmaiion in the differential interfemgram. As was the case with the RADARSAT image 

pair in 7.2, in order to decnase the amount of the image ihat is masiceci out the cohecence 

thnsholds were set lower (starhg coherence =0.15, final coherence = 0.1 1) and a larger inter- 



Figuia 7.18 Cohecence image for the Aug. 12Sep. 05,1991 ERS4 image pair. 



Figun 7.19 DWerentinl interferopam for the Aug. 12/Sep. 05,1991 ERS-1 image paic 



polation distance was used (300 pixels). This wilî lead to inaccumies in the DEM s i d a r  to 

those seen for the RADARSKI' pair in 7.2. As a result of having a poor DEM created h m  the 

Aug. 1USep. OS. 1991 image pair the topographic contribution will not be pfoprly elimi- 

nated. As a d t  the diienntial interferograrn appears extremely noisy and it is not possible 

to determine if there was any surface rnovement between the dates that the images were 

acquired. In fact it i s  unlikely that even if there had been a large earthquake that it would be 

possible to detect any surface displacement. 

7.33 General Discussion of DitPerential M A R  Results 

For this study then was a limiied number of images availabk with many acquid 

under conditions that are not favorable for dinenntial interfemmetry studies. For the two -ps  

differntiai InSAR cases if then had been a large earthquake ktween the tirne periods when 

two of the images were acquind it may have k e n  possible to detect surface displacement. 

Enougb of the topographic effect rnay have been subtracted to allow this result. For the tluee- 

pass differential InSAR case it is unlikely that detection of surface displacernent would have 

been possible with the coherence king as low as it was. although düficult ta draw significant 

conclusions on the bais of the data sets available. These results do show some encoumghg 

signs sincc the coheience is high for same of the image pairs. 

Massonnet et. al. (1993). Massonnet et. al. (19%). and a number of other groups, 

have carriecl out dinerential interfemmetry studies in strike-slip environmen& and Meyer et. 



al. (1996) have mapped diplacements due to earthquakes in nonnal faulting environments 

using Merential interferometry. Displacements of M cm or more have ken detected in these 

studies. The Meyer et. al.. (1996) results show that displacements can k mapped in environ- 

ments other than s W - s ü p  faults. The Masso~et et. ai. (1993) and Massonnet et. al. (19%) 

studies were camtd out in ~ g g e d  terrain in California showhg that displacements can be 

mapped in mountainous amas as well as Rat mas. The results fkom these previous studies, 

dong with the nsults obtained in this thesis, show that furthet research into differential Inter- 

ferometric studies in the Nahanni area would be valuable. 



CHAPTER 8 

This thesis examined the potential of SAR Interlerometry to cn- 

ate DEM's and detect centimetre sale  surface displacements in the Nah- 

anni earthquake ngion. This methoci can k exiremely vaiuabk for 

studying active tectonic areas that an logisticaily difficult to access such as 

the Nahanni region. 

The two SAR platforrns that were used in ihis thesis were the 

Canadian RADARSAT (C-band) and the European ERS4 (C-band). Both 

systems use the same wavekngth kit have differcnt repeat periods and 

imaging incidence angles. RADARSAT utilizes a larger incidence angle 

which makes it superior for imaging in mountainous regions however its 



repeat period of 24 days can lead to significant problems with coherence. ERS-1 has a repeat 

period of 3 days which is rnuch more suitable for interferometry in ternis of coherence but its 

s d e r  incidence angle can lead to phase unwcapping problems in mountainous terniin. 

DEMs were created fiom RADARSAT images acquind on Feb. 19,1998 and Mar. 

15,1998. and h m  ERS -1 images acquired on Aug. 12,1991 and Aug. 15,1991. These wen 

compared with a DEM provided by Geomatics Canada Centre for Topogiaphic Monnation 

and a 1250 000 map of ihe Nahanni region. The two comparkon methods used were 1.) to 

select several control points in each of the DEM's and the 150 000 rnap and compare the ele- 

vations and latituddlongitude coordinates and 2.) to compute the rms error over flat areas in 

the RADARSM and ERS- 1 DEM's and see how close the points remain to a constant value. 

The latitude values were generally within 0.005' of u r h  other and the longihde 

values were within O.O1° of each other. This corresponds to a emr  of around 500 m which is 

quite g d  considering the pixel resolution is 20 x 20 mZ and it is generally not possible to k 

more accurate than a few pixels in picking a certain point on the DEM's. The mis enors for 

the flat areas were around 5 m or l e s  in both the RADARSAIT and ERS-1 DEM's when the 

coherence was around 0.20 or higher. This shows that it is possible to create DEM's with 

errors of 5 m nns fiom interferometric data collected by RADARSAT or ERS4 if the coher- 

ence is high enough. 

Both two-pass differentiai inteiferornetry using ERS4 and RADARSAT imagery 

and the-pass differentiai interferometry usiag ERS-1 imagery were attempted. For the two- 



pass differential InSAR trials the Geomatics DEM was used to subtract the topographic contri- 

bution. The ERS-1 images used were acquired on Aug. 12, 1991 and Aug. 15. 1991 for the 

two-pass trial, and a third image acquireâ on Sep. 05, 1991 was used for the three-pass trial. 

The RADARSAT images used were acquircd on Feb. 19.1998 and Mar. 15,1998. 

It was possible to remove most of the topographic contribution for the ERS-1 eial 

but som residual fringes remaineci which were likely caused by poor matching of the Geo- 

rnatics DEM and the DEM cnated from the ERS-1 pair. Enough of the topographic effect was 

removed however that if there had been surface displacement due to a large earthquake it may 

have been possible to detect it, although the residual fringe pattern rnay make it difficult to 

accurately detemine the amount of ground displacement. The RADARSM image pair had 

much lower cohennce than the ERS4 pair making it much more difficult to remove the topo- 

graphie contribution. The RADARSAT differential interferogm contained a great deal of 

noise a few fkinges. The fnnges are also likely due to the Geomatics DEM and the RADAR- 

SAT DEM not matching exactly. The low coherence would make it difficult to detect surface 

displacement due to small earthquakes that my have occurred, but it may k possible to detect 

displacements due to a large earthquake e.g. M, > 6.0. W~th better coherence it is possible that 

the results would have ben comparable to those obtained for the ERS-1 images. 

In the three-pass differential interfemmetry atternpt tkre was exmmely low coher- 

ence for the Aug. 12iSep. 05.1991 image pair. As a result of the low cohennce it was not pos- 

sible to obtain useful results. The low cohaence results in a extremcly noisy dif5emtial 



interferograrn where it is highly unükely that it would be possible to detennine any surface 

displacement even if a very large eartbquake had occurred. 

Then was a lirnited number of images available for this study and many of hem 

wen acquired under conditions not favorable for intelromeüy. However, in some situations 

the cohennce between images was still fairly high (0.6 or pater)  which provided good qual- 

ity D a ' s  and interferograms. This is an encouraging sign since the North Nahanni River 

region is a difficult region to access and satellite interkrornetry can provide a potentidy inex- 

pensive method of creating DEM's and continuous monitoring of nmote regions that are 

prone to tectonic activity. 

Investigation of euthquaice relatecl tectonics using space-borne SAR interfcmmetry 

is a new appmach and this thesis explored the methodological aspect of the technique. Sorne 

of the difficulties realized in this thesis include 

poor orôit determination of RADARSX which limited the number of available 

images suitable for interfemmetry 

obtaining images with baselines appropriate for interferometry 

temporal decomlation problems, partkularly in the winter. 
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